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On the "Rhode" Again Sarah S. Johnson (left) and Ian R. Klaus, both Arts & Sciences 
Class of '01, were honored with Rhodes Scholarships this academic year. This recognition 
brings the number of Washington University students who have received the highly 
acclaimed award to 21 since 1902. The two were among 32 students in the United States 
selected from 950 applicants. 
Cover: Each year, F. Sessions 
Cole, the Park I White, M.D., 
Professor of Pediatrics and 
professor of cell biology and 
physiology at the School of 
Medicine, personally cares for 
approximately 650 newborns. 
(Photo by Joe Angeles) 
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2 Frontrunners 
Short takes on WU's community of great minds and great ideas. 
8 lasting Lessons 
Three alumni describe their favorite teachers. 
10 	 Simply the Best, Again! 
The women's basketball team became the second women's 
team in NCAA history to win four consecutive championships. 
12 	 Finding Solutions for Pollution 
Jay Turner, associate professor of chemical and civil engineering, 
is researching airborne particles and air pollution, as well as 
researching innovative programs to treat wastewater. 
16 	 Creating Without Boundaries 
Joan Hall, the Kenneth E. Hudson Professor of Art, is inspired 
by a sense of journey. In her paper- and printmaking, she uses 
the natural beauty of the sea as a backdrop for her imagery. 
20 	 An Advocate for the Children 
Neonatologist F. Sessions Cole leads the Division of Newborn 
Medicine at the School of Medicine. In this capacity, he is 
responsible for some 10,000 babies a year. 
25 	 A Visit with Ruth May Markus 
Ruth May Markus ("Kay Morton"), B.S. '38, was a pioneer in 
the broadcasting field. At 84, she is still full of zest, leading the 
Lebanon (Illinois) Woman's Club and teaching others to read. 
28 	 Treating Alzheimer'S: A Researcher's Dream 
Biochemist William H. Frey II, A.B. '69, is the director of the 
Alzheimer's Research Center at Regions Hospital in St. Paul, 
Minnesota, researching new ways to deliver drugs to the brain. 
31 	 Serving the Children 
Janey Gilkey, OT '55, has traveled the globe working with chil­
dren with disabilities. She has spent the last 18 years in Brunei. 
34 	 My Washington 
A true story of love and dedication: Gordon and Susie Philpott. 
36 	 Alumni Activities 
Schools honor bUSiness, engineering, and architecture alumni; 
JAZZ-man Ken Burns meets with Eliot Society; former Dean 
Robert Virgil presented with the 2001 "Search" Award. 
38 	 ClassMates 
46 	 Washington Spirit: Nanette Tarbouni 
A series spotlighting key faculty and staff 
who help make this great University run. 
48 	 Viewpoint 
Genetics Professor Robert H. Waterston 
discusses the completion of sequencing 
the human genome. 
Associate Professor 
Jay Turner is con­
ducting a study on 
airborne particles 
(page 72) 
Visit with "Kay 
Morton" as she 
remembers her 
career in broad­
casting (page 25) 
The Bears win 
another champion­
ship, and team 
captain Tasha 
Rodgers, #52, is 
named tournament 




School of Medicine investiga­
tors have found that the pro­
tein called NR2B, which 
allows nerve cells to commu­
nicate, makes mice more 
aware of minor pain for 
longer periods of time. "So 
interfering with NR2B in 
humans might be a strategy 
for treating chronic pain," 
says principal investigator 
Min Zhuo, associate professor 
of anesthesiology and of 
anatomy and neurobiology. 
The resea rchers-Feng Wei 
and Guo-Du Wang, anesthesi­
ology fellows; Geoffrey 
Kerchner, M.D./Ph .D. stu­
dent; and Zhou-Feng Chen, 
assistan t professor of anes the­
siology-found that mice 
genetically altered to make 
extra NR2B in forebrain areas 
seemed to have stronger or 
longer periods of behavioral 
responses to persistent, 
inflammatory pain. 
Zhou-Feng 
Chen (left), assistant professor 
of anesthesiology and Min Zhuo, 
associate professor of anesthesiol­
ogy and of anatomy and neurobiol­
ogy use mice to study chronic pain. 
Many current pain-reduc­
ing drugs block persistent-pain 
receptors, but they also block 
acute-pain receptors, which 
could have dangerous results, 
such as not feeling the pain 
from touching a hot stove. 
"Our study has provided a 
target for the development of 
drugs high.!y selective for per­
sistent pain, while leaving the 





The first national addictions 
research center affiliated 
with a school of social work 
will be at Washington 
University's George Warren 
Tlrown School of Social 
Wo rk, thanks to a five-year, 
$1.9 million grant from the 
I ational Institute on Drug 
Abuse. The center, called the 
C:omorbidity and Addictions 
Center, will support research 
on addictions in terven tions 
for underserved populations 
with mental-hea lth and HIV 
risk factors. Director of the 
center, Arlene Stiffman, pro­
fessor of social work, says, 
"Clients with combined 
mental health and addiction 
problems are in dire need of 
new interdisciplinary 
approaches." 
The center, which has 
chosen five inaugural 
research projects, will fund 
pilot proj ects, sponsor semi­
nars, and publish findings 
from drug-abuse research. 
transcribe documents InHistorical 
civil court records.Documents "The collection 
Appear is an incredibly 
rich resourceOnline for historical 
Historical research; says 
documents Shirley K. 
chronicling 8aker, vlte 
Ored and chancellor for 
Harriett Scott's information 
unsuccessful technology and 
legal cases to dean of University 
gain freedom from Ubrarles. "The site 
slavery, tried in has attracted heavy 
Sl Louis courts between 
1846 and 1852, are now online. 
The Web site (www.llbrary. 
wustl.edulvlib/dredscott) Is 
the first project of an ongoing 
collaboration of the University 
Ubrarles, the st. lOUIS CIrcuit 
Court, and Missouri State 
Archives and contains 170 pages 
of court documents. The pages 
were culled from months of 
work by University students to 
preserve, scan, archive, and 
traffic. including visitors 
from Europe, Asia, the Middle 
East, and Australia,· 
The Scott papers are 
part of a massive collection 
of dvil court records dating 
from 1798 to the present 
Future projects Indude 
the dlgitization of court 
documents from lewis and 
Clark. and from Henry Shaw. 
founder of the Missouri 
Botanical Garden. 
Present and Future 
Philanthropists 
Before her lecture, "Philan­
thropy in the 21st Century," 
Susan V. Berresford, president 
of the Ford Foundation, met 
with undergraduate students 
interested in ca reers in philan­
thropy. Her presentation on 
February R was at the George 
Warren Brown School of Social 
Work. The Ford Foundation, 
with assets of more than 
$14 billion, is suppo rting piO­
neering resea rch at the School's 
Center for Social Development 
on helping the poor break the 
cycle of poverty by making 
personal savings possible. 
Susan V Berresford (left), preSident of 
the Ford Foundation, greets Idar HSIn, 
Class of '01. 
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Richard K. Wilson (left), associate professor of genetics, and 
technicians from the medical school's Genome Sequencing 
Center celebrate the publication of the public consortium 's 
nearly completed map and sequence of the human genome, 
to which they contributed greatly 
"Baby Talk" Helps 
Babies Learn 
Language 
When babies hear their 
mothers say things like 
"Pretty baby," their brains, 
perhaps equipped with per­
fect pitch, busily process 
every sound for patterns 
and meaning, according to 
Michael Brent, associate pro­
fessor of computer science. 
A team working with Brent 
and colleague Jeffrey Siskind 
of the NEC Institute of 
Princeton, N.J., recorded 
more than 200 hours of 
Sharon Catron of St. Louis talks 

to her 9-month-old son, Jordan 





mothers' baby talk to their 

children when they were 

between 9 and 15 months 

old. Their findings showed 

that the instinctive, short, 

vibrant words of parental 





"Short utterances lay bare 
the structure of language," 
Brent says. His findings chal­
lenge recent language acquisi­
tion theory, which suggests 
that babies learn words as 
part of long strings of words. 
Brent's research also is 
important because it may fuel 
advances in speech-recogni­
tion technology in comput­
ers, may help scientists in the 
field of "artificial intelli­
gence" design computers that 
can analyze the grammar of 
an unknown language, and 
may be applied in computa­
tional biology to analyze 
DNA sequencing. 
Human Genome 
Map Published by 
Consortium 
On February 12, the 
International Human 
Genome Project, a public 
consortium including the 
medical school's Genome 
Sequencing Center, 
announced that it had 
assembled and published a 
nearly completed physical 
map of the human genome­
the genetic blueprint for a 
human being. 
By organizing the genome 
map and contributing more 
than 20 percent of the 
sequence data, the center 
played a major role in this 
milestone in the biomedical 
revolution. Findings of the 
consortium, which includes 
scientists from institutions in 
France, Germany, Japan, 
China, Great Britain, Canada, 
and the United States-as 
well as findings of the 
commercially funded 
genome project at Celera, a 
private firm-offer exhilarat­
ing and endless possibilities. 
Robert H. Waterston, 
the lames S. McDonnell 
Professor of Genetics, 
professor of anatomy and 
neurobiology, head of the 
Department of Genetics, 
and director of the Genome 
SequenCing Center, says 
these initial views of the 
genome show humans 
have fewer genes than 
suspected. He adds that 
the studies offer, in the 
long term, hope of new 
therapies, drugs, or 
even corrective genes 
being developed to cure 
many diseases. 
Waterston says, 
"Genes behind many 
diseases are already 
known-for example, 
genes leading to cystic 
fibrosis, to colon or 
breast cancer, and to 
Alzheimer's. But hunts 
SUMM ER 2001 
for new disease genes will no 
longer be slowed by the 
search for the altered gene. 
Further, the studies of 
sequence variation will allow 
for the discovery of genes 
behind complex diseases 
such as heart disease, dia­
bere~ hyperten~on,and 
asthma." (See "Viewpoint" 
on page 48.) 






Students enjoy URaas for 

Relief' on February 10 at the 

Recreational Gym in the Athletic 

Complex. Featuring raas, a traditional 
Indian dance, the event was held. along 
with several other fund-raising activities. to help earthquake­
relief efforts In India. Co-hosted by Atma, the Hindu Students 
Association; Ashoka. the Indian Students Assodation; and the 
Muslim Students Association. the event raised S1,730 toward 
a total of more than S5.OO0 raised from all activities. 
Chamber Choir 
Releases CD 
The Washington University 
Chamber Choi r is celebrating 
its first 10 years and the 
University's longstanding 
vocal tradition with the 
release of its first CD, The 
Cil{l//1/Jer Choir of Washington 
University: Tile First Ten Years. 
The CD's 14 tracks. highlights 
of the group's concerts during 
the past decade, range from 




With three years remaining in 
the C{/mpai,~/1 (or Was/lil/gton 
Unil'ersity, Chancellor Mark S. 
Wrighton told trustees on 
May 4 that the University 
had received gifts and com­
mitments of more than 
$1 billion-surpassing the 
initial goal announced in 
September 1998. 
To date, more than 65,000 
persons have given to the 
Campaign, the goal of which 
has been raised to $1.3 bil­
lion. (More than S1.5 billion 
in needs ami opportunities 
4 WA SHINGTO UN IVERSI TY IN ST 
Realm, op. 63" to "3 Pieces 
for e.e. cummings," which 
alul11J1us David Rentz, 
A.B. '00, wrote for the 














members of the 
group are drawn 
from across the University 
community, including 
-----------------------1IIIIj BILLION 
were identified in Project 21, 
WU's long-range, strategic 
planning process.) Of the 
money raised, about 
$455 million has gone into 
endowment for scholar­
ships, professorships, 
research, and other pro­
grams. Nearly $100 million 
is for new and renovated 
facilities. The remainder has 
been designated for other 
purposes, including the 
Annual Fund and the Alvin 
J. Siteman Cancer Center. 
"Reaching this milestone 
in such a short timr is a 
tribute to the thousands of 
individuals who are part of 
the Washington University 
family," says Wrighton. "It 
is a tangible symbol of the 
Univer~ity's momentum, 
and we are most grateful." 
LO UIS SUM).,I ER 2001 
undergradua tes, graduate 
students, and faculty from 
both the Hilltop and 
Medical campuses. The 
choir director is John 
Stewart, dlrector of vocal 
activities in the Department 
of Music in Arts & Sciences, 
who founded the choir in 
1990. The group has per­
formed in many Midwestern 
cities. Last fall it was chosen 
to si ng the national anthem 
before an audience of 
60,000 at a St. Louis Rams 
football game. 
The CD, engineered by 
alumnus Jeremy Gerard, 
A.B. '91, M.A. '96, at Gurari 
StudiOS, New York City, is 
on sale at the Campus Store. 
Plans are to offer it also 
through museum shops and 
bookstores in 5t. Louis, with 
sale proceeds supporting 
the choir's concert tours. 





who receive a 
complimen­
tary copy, 
thanks to the 
University's 
0tfice of 




in Top 10 
Rankings of graduate and 
professional programs pub­
lished by U.S. News & World 
Report show 15 University 
programs in the top 10 of 
their respective areas. The 
magazine ranks several grad­
uate programs, induding 
busilless, eng ineering, law, 
and medicine, yearly. It ranks 
other graduate programs 
every few years, republishing 
those rankings annually until 
a new survey is done. 
In the rankings, the 
George Warren Brown School 
of Social Work ranks second 
nationwide. The School of 
Medicine, which has placed 
in the top 10 ever since U.S. 
N I! 'vVs began ranking medical 
schools in 1987, repea ts as 
fourth overall, tying with the 
University of Pennsylvania 
after Harvard, Johns Hopkins, 
and Duke univers itieS. It 
ranks first in student selectiv­
ity. Of medicine's programs, 
phYSical therapy ranks 1, 
occupational therapy 3, 
microbiology 4, internal . 
















............................................................................................................, People Around Campus 

eration with the 
Central Institute for 
event chairperson; Anna~ 
 the Deaf, ranks 6. 
Maria Sebastian, M.B.A. Other Arts & Sciences Class of '02; and Ron areas also ranked 
Crooks, managing direc­ very well, including 
tor and chief creative offi­ creative writing 10, 
geochemistry 10,cer of the St. Louis office~ biological sciences 
of advertising agency 12, American politics 
O'Arcy Masius Benton & 15, cognitive psy­
Bowles, analyze ads. chology 16, political~ Crooks led some 100 science 18, clinical 
psychology 19, andttendees-M.B.A. stu­ geology 23.dents and staff from the Olin School The School of 
and their guests-in pre-game and Law's clinical train­
halftime discussions of ads. Using ing program ranks 
scorecards to choose personal 14. The School of 
Engineering's bio­favorites and rate ads' effectiveness. 
medical engineering 
attendees chose Anheuser-Busch, program ranks 17,
Pepsi, and E*Trade as winners. the School of 
The event, presented by the Olin Architecture 19, and 
Marketing Association, featured the School of Art's 
big-screen TVs. super party fare, painting/drawing 
program 19.and prizes from local merchants. The Olin School 
of Business' under­
graduate program 
ranks 16 overall, 
pediatrics 7, pharmacology/ with finance at 14 and gen­
toxicology 8, genetics 9, eral management at 24 . The 
drug/alcohol abuse treatment University's overall under­
10, women's health 10, geri­ graduate program ranks 15 
atrics 11 , AIDS 12, and and ranks 17 in terms of best 
health services admini­ value. The University's rank­
stration 12. ings can be viewed at news­
In Arts & Sciences, the in fo. wustl.ed u/rankings/ 
audiology program, in coop- gradranking.html. 
The University's Board 
of Trustees has elected 
William F. Patient as a 
trustee. Patient served as 
the first chief executive 
officer of the Geon 
Company from 1993-99. 
Roger N. Beachy, pro­
fessor of biology and presi­
dent of the Donald Danforth 
Plant Science Center, has 
been awarded the 2001 Wolf 
Prize for agriculture, for his 
research establishing key 
principles for genetic engi­
neering of plants. 
Dennis Choi, the 
Andrew B. and Gretchen P. 
Jones Professor and head of 
neurology in the School of 
Medicine, has been elected 
to the Institute of Medicine. 
Michael L. Dustin, 
associate professor of 
pathology and assistant 
professor of biomedical 
engineering in the School 
of Medicine, was one of 
S9 recipients of the fifth 
annual Presidential Early 
Career Award for Scientists 
and Engineers. 
Seven faculty have 
been honored with named 
professorships. Sean R. 
Eddy is the first Goldfarb 
Professor of Computational 
Biology in the School of 
Medicine's Department of 
Genetics. The donor was 
Alvin Goldfarb. Scottj. 
Hultgren is the Helen 
Lehbrink Stoever Professor 
in Molecular Biology in 
the School of Medicine. 
Ronald S. Indeck is 
the first Das Family 
Distinguished Professor of 
Electrical Engineering for 
the School of Engineering 
& Applied Science. The 
donors were alumnus 
Santanu Das; his wife, 
Kabita; and their two sons, 
Atanu and Arnab. Stanley 
L. Paulson is the inaugural 
William Gardiner Ham­
mond Professor of Law for 
the School of Law. Steven 
S. Smith is the first Kate 
M. Gregg Professor of Social 
Sciences in Arts & SCiences. 
William E. Wallace is the 
first Barbara Murphy Bryant 
Distinguished Professor of 
Art History in Arts & 
Sciences. Donald L. Bryant, 
Jr., established the profes­
sorship in honor of his wife, 
Barbara Murphy Bryant. 
V. Leroy Young is the 
first William G. Hamm 
Professor of Plastic Surgery 
in the School of Medicine. 
A bequest from Hamm 
established the chair. 
Richard H. 
Gelberman, the Fred C. 
Reynolds Professor and 
head of orthopaedic surgery, 
has become president of 
the American Academy of 
Orthopaedic Surgery, the 
largest medical organization 
of its type in the world. 
Four researchers from 
the School of Medicine 
and another from Arts & 
Sciences have become 
fellows of the American 
Association for the 
Advancement of Science. 
New fellows from the School 
of Medicine are Daniel E. 
Goldberg, professor of 
medicine and molecular 
microbiology and an inves­
tigator with the Howard 
Hughes Medical Institute; 
jeff W. Lichtman, profes­
sor of anatomy and neuro­
biology; Philip D. Stahl, 
the Edward Mallinckrodt, Jr. 
Professor and head of the 
Department of Cell Biology 
and Physiology; and 
Thomas A. Woolsey, 
professo.r of anatomy and 
neurobiology, cell biology 
and physiology, engineering, 
neurology, and neurological 
surgery, and director of the 
James L. O'Leary Division 
of Experimental Neurology 
and Neurosurgery. From 
Arts & Sciences, the newly 
elected fellow is Robert W. 
Sussman, professor of 
anthropology. 
joseph L. Loewenstein, 
professor of English in 
Arts & Sciences, received 
the Governor's Award for 
Excellence in Teaching. 
Marcus E. Raichle, 
professor of radiology in 
the Mallinckrodt Institute 
of Radiology in the School 
of Medicine, and Steven E. 
Petersen, professor of neu­
rology (neuropsychology) in 
the School of Medicine, 
share the new Grawemeyer 
Award for Psychology for 
groundbreaking research in 
cognitive neuroscience. 






Weixiong Zhang, associate 
professor of computer science, 
has developed an algorithm 
that attacks an old problem 
in the computing ami busi­
ness worlds known as the 
Traveling Salesman Problem 
(T5P). 
TSP is actually an umbrella 
term for a whole host of 
planning and scheduling 
problems, often involving 
routes, such as a postal carri­
er's route or that of a pay 
phone coin collector. The 
goal is to find the most effi­
cient rout, saving time and 
money by avoiding back­
tracking, one-way streets, or 
vi~iting the same site twice. 
The tool used to do so is the 
algorithm, a stepwise matl1e­
matical formula. 
Zhang and his AT&T Bell 
Labs collaborator David S. 
Johnson have applied the 
algorithm bearing Zhang's 
name to 10 theoretical TSPs 
and found it to be the best 
solution for half. It also has 
been very successflll in solv­
ing "no-wait flowshop prob­
lems," such as those that 
occur in an automobile paint 
shop with mul tiple stations 
for painting different por­
tions of a car. The algorithm 
maps the most efficient 
route from start to finish. 
Algorithms such as 
Zhang's are memory-effl­
cient and meant to be 
embedded in hardware of 
what's callee! mechanical 
electronic manufactured 
systems. Zhang is working 
on algorithms meant to run 
on smart devices, with very 
small memory and limited 
power. He is particularly 
interested in applying his 
. skills in computer science 
and artificial intelligence 
to computational biology. 
Was Venus a Wet Planet? 
University researchers say maybe the hot and dry Venus was once 
a wet planet Certainly, indirect evidence of that is found in its 
high deuterium/hydrogen ratios. The clincher, they say, however; 
would be if tremolite or some other hydrous mineral could be 





ity of tremolite, 
showing it could 
~ exist for several 
:t billion years at 
temperatures 
similar to that of Venus' surface, about 740 degrees Kelvin­
roughly equal to 870 degrees Fahrenheit. 
Natasha Johnson (above), graduate student in earth and plane­
tary sciences in Arts 8, Sciences, and Bruce Fegley, Jr., professor of 
earth and planetary sciences. condUcted more than 200 experi­
ments, heating samples of tremolite for as long as 20 months. 
Law School Changes 
Policy on Recruiters 
Because of a new Department 
of Defense regulation, the 
School of Law has begun 
allowing military recruiters 
back into the School. Under 
the University's nondiscrimi­
nation policy, each school 
was able to decide whether 
to admit military recruiters. 
The law school banned them 
for the past 10 years because 
of the military's "Don't ask, 
don't tell" policy on homo­
sexuals. It was the only 
school on campus banning 
military recruiters. 
The new regulation threat­
ens to withhold all federal 
funding to any university 
if any part of it does not 
allow military recruiters. For 
Washington University, mil­
lions of dollars in federal 
research funding were at stake. 
Law students, including 
many from OUTLAW, the 
School's gay, lesbian, bisexual, 
and transgendered student 
alliance, and faculty pa[tici­
pated in a peaceful demon­
stration on February 23 to 
celebrate diverSity and to 
protest the change in policy. 
The change prompted 
many law schools to change 
their approach to nondiscrim­
ination recruitment policies. 
Richard L. Axelbaum, professor of mechanical engi­
neering, peers inside a tubular flow reactor at the 
fiery formation of nanoparticies produced with the 
aid of a 3-inch flame. 
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Big Breakthrough in 
Nanoparticles 
Richard L. Axelbaum, profes­
sor of mechanical engineer­
ing, has developed a patented 
technology that makes 
n anoparticles smaller, faster, 
clea ner, and cheaper than 
existing commercial processes. 
He uses sodium reduction 
of metal halides to produce 
metal and ceramic nanoparti­
ci es that are 10 nanometers 
to 100 nanometers in dLam­
etef. One nanometer is o ne 
one-thousand th of a 
micron, which is 50,000 
times smaller than a human 
hair. Calling his technology 
the sodium/ halide flame 
and encapsulation technol­
ogy, Axelbaulll is the first 
person to patent a flame 
technique that makes stab le 
nonoxide materials in the 
nanoparticle range. 
HLs group has produced 
six metals and four ceramics 
with the technique, and he 
estjmates that mo re than :)0 
metals, intermetallics, 
ceramics, and composites 
can be produced with his 
techno logy. There are many 
applications for nano parti­
cles and nanocomposites, 
most notably in the elec­
tronics, aerospace, defense, 
medical , and sports and 
recrea tion 
industri es . 
Specifi cally, 
his tech 11 0 101,,), 
can produce 
aluminum pow­
der that will 
burn more effi­
ciently in 
launches o f 
space shuttles; 
make smaller 
~ capacitors for 
"- cell phones and 
computers, low­




fo r golf clubs 
and tenni s 
rackets, making them strong 
and lightweight. 
"Our immediate goal is to 
produce nanoparticies for 
industry to improve existing 
technologies," Axelbaum 
says. "But our plans are to 
develop new material s like 
transparent ceramics that 
we hope will create new 
markets. We feel that our 
techno logy can produce 





William H. Smith, pro fessor of 
ea rth and planetary sciences in 
Arts & Sciences, recently was 
one of 25 scientists on an 
expedition to explore aspects 
of the sea floor associated with 
the Juan de Fuca Ridge, about 
240 miles off the coast of 
Oregon. He, with a pilot and 
another biologist, made a 
long, spira ling descent to the 
ocean floo r to conduct experi­
ments, including testing his 
sophhticated imager for clues 
on whether and how micro­
o rganisms at the ocean floor 
might be using available 
light for photosynthesis. 
Traveling in the cramped 
cockpit of th e submersible 
Alvill, the crew first had to 
locate deep-sea vents, where 
the organisms can be 
found. (The vents, hydro­
thermal geysers found in 
areas of tectonic activity, 
support "vibrant oases of 
life," Smith says.) 
Working for five hours, 
mainly at a depth of 7,220 
feet, Smith used a micro­
scopy hyperspectral image 
tha t he invented, with a 
sensor that records 100 
spectral hands, as opposed 
to the three bands resolved 
hy a typica l color camera 
and the human eye. He 








Smith had about an hour 
to conduct his own experi­
ments, which included 
obtaining spectra of the 
unique bio logical communi­
ti es at the vents. Results of 
his experiments were to be 
presented at spring meet­
ings of the American 
Chemic.al Society. 
Ceronie: 
"I'd say the ideal 
professor must 
be excited about 
what he or she 
teaches, teach 
it well, and care 
s s o N s 

Three Washington University 
alumni share lessonsthey 
learned from their favorite 
professors. 
james ,W.,Davis 
cProfessor of P9litic.a1 S.cience 
Ellen Liston Gragg: 
"I became so intel­
lectually excited 
by Professor Davis' 
classes that I 
wound up major­
ing in political 
science. 
"Most people a~~ume my degree 
is in English, but I believe political 
science was an excellent major to 
train me as a writer. I had to write 
a lot in political science. 
"I'm not sure Jim Davis realized 
this, but he was providing a training 
in rigorous thinking and writing to 
specifications. His assignments were 
often of this kind: 'Write a~ if you 
were a congressional staffer, giving 
advice to your congressman on ... ,' or 
'Write a congressional memo-find 
out what the format is, and use it to 
explain your point of view about ... .' 
"That kind of training-learning 
to write in a variety of formats and 
voices-has been a wonderful asset to 
me in my career as a business write r. 
There's no aSSignment I can't take, 
because I have confidence that J can 
adapt to the situation. 
"Other professors were my advis­
ers, but Jim Davis had more time for 
me. When I needed to make big deci­
sions about my education, I asked 
him . He changed the course of my life 
when I was committing to go to law 
school. He said, 'Law school is not the 
best preparation for a political career.' 
"I kept looking for a career until 
I realized I should write for a living. 
Writing a speech, I write in the voice 
of the person delivering that speech; 
writing a briefing, [ mList use informa­
tion fast and get it righ t. Professor 
Davis' training is always with me." 
• Ellen Liston Gragg. A.B. '81, is 
the owner of Cobalt Enter­
prise, a professional writing 
and communications company. 
about the students; I believe Profes­
sor Kardos has all those qualities. 
"At the beginning of the year, 
it was as though he was rubbing his 
hand~ together saying to himself: 
'Wow! I've got this whole new group 
of students to teach.' 
"In our course on unit operations, 
Professor Kardos taught us about the 
different kinds of large-scale equip­
ment you need to get from a pile 
of ingredients to a finished product, 
like a chemical compound or, say, 
toothpaste. He clearly had experi­
ence outside academia. Sometimes 
he would go off on a tangent with 
Edward P. Ortleb: 
"In the spring of 
1960, I was look­
ing for a biology 
course to take 
during the sum­
mer. This search 
led me to Owen 
Sexton, and we discovered a mutual 
interest in ecology and herpetology. 
During my independent research 
project that summer, I learned of 
Owen 's deep insights into the rela­
tionships among living things. It 
quickly became apparent that he was 
an excellent teacher and had that 
unique ability to make the complex 
understandable. 
"A year later as we were searching 
for snakes during an impromptu 
field trip, J described to him what I 
believed had been the successional 
history of the area. He commented 
on the few correct assumptions I 
had made and then pointed out the 
rather obvious evidence of a differ-
an 'I-remember-when' story. Those 
were interesting, funny, and made a 
connection between what we were 
learning and the workplace. 
"Once he told us about an example 
of a unit operation gone awry that 
occurred while he was working in the 
petrochemical industry. If you go by 
an oil refinery at night, you'll usually 
see small flares of gas burning off. He 
told us that while out for an evening 
he went by the oil refinery where he 
was working and noticed an enormous 
flare reaching up into the night sky. 
He thought: 'Uh, oh, I did that!' 
"Indirectly woven into the story 
was the lesson that, no matter how 
much you learn, you will have ideas 
that are not going to work all that 
well ... but you'll figure out what to 
do and get through it!" 
.,. Karen Baxter Ceronie, B.S. '81 
(chemical engineering), is a section 
head in research and development 
for Procter and Gamble. 
ent history that had produced the 
present biological community. I knew 
I had a lot to learn. 
"In my later graduate work, while 
doing fieldwork together in Panama 
and in the glades of Missouri, I found 
further evidence of his understanding 
of the dynamics of ecology. I was 
learning and beginning to understand. 
"Owen also was instrumental in 
helping me focus on my professional 
goals. His wise counsel helped me as I 
became a supervisor of science for the 
St. Louis Public Schools, a president 
of the National Science Teachers 
Association, a science education lec­
turer, and a science textbook author. 
"When asked to join WU as an 
adjunct faculty member in the biology 
department in 1969, I made a strong 
attempt to be as good a teacher as my 
me.ntor and friend, Owen Sexton. " 
.,. Edward P. Ortleb, M.A. '59, 
Advanced Certificate '61, served as 
a University College faculty mem­
ber for 15 years, teaching field 
ecology courses. 
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he Washington University women's 
basketball team won its fourth­
consecutive NCAA Division III National 
Championship, defeating Messiah College, 
67-45, on March 17,2001, in Danbury, 
Connecticut. The Bears became the second 
team in NCAA women's basketball history to 
win four consecutive national titles. Along 
the way, the team also broke the women's 
consecutive-wins record for all NCAA divi­










UCLA Bruins men's team of the early 
coach Nancy Fahey, the 
team has established 
itself as one of the 




Takmg her turn at 
"cutting the net" is 
sophomore forward 
Meg Sullivan. 
'70s went further, winning 88 games. 
Under the tutelage of 15-year head 
Senior forward Tasha Rodgers, the NCAA Division 11/ Player 
of the Year, soars over two defenders. 
Above: Senior center Lindsey 
Merrill drives to the basket. 
Left. The women's basketball 
team and coaches give the 
familiar end-of-the-sedson 
sign ofvictory-this year'.s 
number IS four l ' 
Head coach Nancy Fahey 
relishes another champion­
ship at the Unrverslty-wide 
victory rally mBowles Plaza 
on April 6, 
Sportmg new T-shlltt. the Bears garher 
around the champion'ihip trophy during 
the victory rally in Bowles Plaza. Members 
of the University community In attendance 
a/so received free T-shirts as part of the 
celebration. ~ .9 ~ •
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Finding Solutions for [ill @~~~VUID1 00 

By JEANNE ERDMANN 
Jay T~rnei', associate professor '()~- cherl)i~I'·and~c.ivii engiOe.ering, is 
working on E.PA~funde(J projectS,to :di~~ern : how~airborne. particles 
contribute to air ' poUliti~!l: :and ;r'o hlvestigate alternatives to wast~ 
water managem~n.t: · H,i~ 'dev~tiQi1 t.g research'.SRiIIsrOver,into the 'c1ass­
matter. Right. A SUMMA canister is used for col/ecting 

gas samples of volatile organic compounds 

e may not give a second thought to clean air or clean 
water until we are stuck in rush-hour traffic on a sweltering 
St. Louis summer day and then come home to find that our 
sewer has backed up into the laundry room. At these 
moments, it becomes apparent that clean air and water 
are major concerns. Well, take heart. Jay Turner, associate 
professor of chemical and civil engineering and director of 
Washington University's Air Quality Laboratory, is hard at work on several 
projects that address these issues. 
In one project, a nationwide effort funded by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), Turner is measuring airborne particles to figure out 
which ones are pollutants. Although gases, such as ozone, contribute to air 
pollution, particles can be troublesome as well. But just how troublesome? 
Scientists know that airborne particles come in different shapes, sizes, and 
composition, and even the tiniest particles can pose problems. But scientists 
need to know more. 
Leading the St. Louis-Midwest Supersite for the U.S. EPA Supersites 
Program, Turner, D.Se. '93, is measuring particle pollutants at three sites 
in the st. Louis area. Several other universities and research insti­
tutes-the University of Minnesota, University of Wisconsin, 
University of Maryland, Desert Research Institute 
of the University of Nevada, Harvard School of 
Public Health, and one private-sector parti­
Cipant: EPRl (formerly the Electric Power Research 
Institute)-also are participating in the St. Louis 
study. Scientists want to know how many parti­
cles are in the air, where they come from, how 
big they are, and what they are made of. 
Scientists already know that as we speed along 
the highway, our tires kick up bits of dust and 
rubber. What's more, cars, trucks, and home 
furnaces exhale fumes. When industrial 
emissions are added to the mix, the result is 
a haze of airborne particles that hangs over 
many U.S. cities. Because airborne particles 
Students help Associate Professor Jay Turner (fore­
ground) study airborne particles. Megan Ruegg (left), 
Class of '01 (chemical engineering), and Ganma 
Bhatia, doctoral candidate in chemical engineering, 
are programming a portable air sampler for particulate 
Associate Professor Jay Turner 
checks the inlet to a particulate 
matter air sampler. ThiS type of 
sampler is used to determine com­
pliance with federal air-quality stan­
dards for fine particulate matter. 
are increasingly being linked to health problems, 
including respiratory diseases, heart problems, and can­
cer, parallel studies-conducted by the Harvard School 
of Public Health and the EPA-will look at health eflects 
of particle pollution. 
"The easiest way to visualize aU-borne parti les is to 
exhale outside on a cold day and watch the fog come 
out of your mouth when water vapor forms water 
droplets. The same thing happens in the atmosphere 
due to different chemistry," explains Turner. "Under 
certain conditions individual molecules come 
together and form particles. In the summer in 
St. Louis, humidity and levels of different ingredi­
ents come together and form a chemical soup." 
Figuring out the ingredients in the "soup" 
will not be easy. Turner and his colleagues will 
measure fine particles 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week, for an entire year. Similar research is being con­
ducted at supersites in six other cities: Atlanta, New 
York, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Houston, Los Angeles, and 
Fresno, California. Powerful measurement technologies 
make this work possible, but the equipment itseJf may 
add a few chall nges. Among the key issues is that 
some of the instruments are either in the prototype 
stage or only recen tly commercialized. Thus, whether 
the eq uipment is durable and can respond to differ­
ing environmental condWons encountered during a 
full year of research is unknown . 
"We don't even know what to anticipate yet, but 
there are all kinds of factors that will make it exciting. 
And there may be many late nights," says Turner. 
His colleagues s<lY Turner's enthusiasm and organi­
zational skills are critical to the success of such a 
large project. "Professor Turner is building very solid 
science so that-based on that science-one can 
make very judicious decisions on which to base legis­
lation," says Milorac! P. Dudukovic, the Laura anc! 
William Jens Professor of Chemical Engineering anc! 
chair of the chemical engineering department. 
ike many successful people, Turner com­
bines preparation with good timing. After 
spending a comfortable childhood in [usal 
Pennsylvania, Turner moved with his family 
to the San FranciSCO area when he was in junior high 
school. For him, this WilS the perfect move at the 
right time. Living in a small town had taught him 
that anyone could participate-all it took was effort. 
Turner brought those sensibilities to the San FranCisco 
suburbs, where life was more competitive. He picked 
a few things-I11LL\ic, sailing, and cycling-that inter­
ested him and excelled in them . Sailing hecame such 
a passion, Turner arranged his high-school senior-year 
class schedule so that afternoons left him free to sail. 
His interest in clean air <lnd water budded, as well. 
For college, Turner headed south to UCLA, where 
he received bachelor'S and. master's degrees, both in 
chemical engineering in 1987. Whil<.' <It UCLA, Turner 
met Duc!ukovic, who was there on sabbatical. After 
working as a research assistant and visiting fellow at 
the University of Duisburg, Germany, Turner came to 
Washington University in 1987 for doctoral work in 
Dudukovic's lab. He has remained at the University 
and even married within the "WU family"; seven years 
ago, Turner married Sandra Wilkie, M.S.W. '9l. The two 
met while he was working on a doctoral degree and she 
was working toward a master's degree at the George 
Warren Brown School of Social Work. 
ince graduate school, Turner has been fascinated 
by tile science of pollution, which keeps his 
interest pointing skyward and even toward the 
ground­
section of the Tuesday New York Times and understand 
the science behind what's written to the point they can 
say, 'I agree and here's the cbemistry why,' then we've 
done our jobs." 
Although graduate students are expected to spend 
long nights and weekends in the researell lab, eager 
undergraduates also join Turner's research team. 
Recently, Turner and an undergraduate, Scott Duthie, 
spent several full weekend days installing air particle 
monitors for the EPA 
groundwater, tJlat is. project. "If studen ts 
Turner also has been want to participate in 
awarded an EPA grant a project and give it 
to investigate sewer the time it needs, 
systems. Whether we they can help me," 
live in cities or rural says Turner. 
areas, we need effective Doctoral candidate 
methods for treating Garima Bhatia, M.S. 
wastewater. Although '98, came to the 
sewers are used in University's chemical 
cities and septic fields engineering depart­
in rural areas, alterna­ ment because it 
tive systems may be offered a wide range 
more appropriate in of fields in which to 
certain cases. work. Once here, she 
"Thls grant will look chose to work with 
at innovative programs Turner in the area of 
to treat wastewater, environmental reac­
such as decentralized tion engineering. 
water systems. There Bhatia says of 
are all kinds of creative Turner, "He is very 
ideas; the problem is, involved with his 
these systems are not students' work and 
easy to characterize. is always available to 
It may take a decade belp, whether sitting 
or more to know if with you at the com­
they work," says puter to figure out a 
Turner. "We will be problem, or working 
looking at a group of with you on your 
projects, ranging from fun­ experiment.in the 
damental research to ways of laboratory. " 
addressing regulatory barriers This commitment to students 
that often keep an alternative Megan Yu, graduate student in environmental engineer­ has earned Turner four Engineering 
decentralized system from ing, services a portable air sampler used in saturation Professor of the Year awards, an 
being considered, no less studies to measure pollutants at high spatial resolution. honor voted by seniors in the engi­
im plemen ted." 
While Turner spends a great deal of time conducting 
research, he is also dedicated to teaching and developing 
curriculum. While in graduate school, Turner, along 
with Dudukovic and William P. Darby, then chair of the 
Department of Engineering and Policy, began developing 
an undergraduate minor ill environmental engineering 
science. Later, Turner developed and taught several 
courses in the program. 
Turner says part of the enjoyment of teaching comes 
from watching students grow and develop intellectually. 
He works students hard but says they rise to the chal­
lenge. "Our students might have heard about ozone 
depletion or global warming, but we make them get 
'down and dirty' with the math and with the models, 
and then they get it. That's the exciting part," says 
Turner. "By the end of the semester, if they understand 
the prohlem solving and if they can pick up the 'Science' 
neering school, and two Student 
Union Engineering Professor of the Year awards. 
Warren White, research associate in chemistry, 
taught Turner's air pollution class while Turner was on 
aSSignment with the U.S. Department of Transportation 
in Washington, D.C., during the first eight months of 
1994. White, who will be analyzi11g data on the particle 
project, says he was impressed with the meticulous class 
notes Turner left behind. 
"Jay pulls things together and integrates them very 
well," says White. "He is the epitome of the scientist­
teacher because he not only is doing research that 
benefits the country but he also is training a very 
much-needed new generation of people to carry it 
forward . Jay is a wonderful asset to the University." ® 
Jeanne Erdmann is a free·lance writer based in SI. Louis, Missouri. 
For more information, visit: WV\l'iv. seaswusti .edu/user/jrturner/. 
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 Creating Without 
Boundaries By Liam Otten 
Printmaker Joan Hall is inspired by a sense 
of journey. A talented sailor, Hall uses the 
natural beauty of the sea and its inhabitants 
as a backdrop for her imagery. 
oan Hall's midtown studio is big, really big-big enough 
that the prints and the presses and the flowing works-in­
progress seem to dwarf an old hand-wrought sailboat 
whose unfurled canvas bridges the gap between work 
space and living room. The placement is no coincidence. 
Hall, the Kenneth E. Hudson Professor of Art, is also an experi­
enced sailor, and her elegant abstractions often reflect the rip­
pling, ever-changing features of light on water. 
For the moment, though, Hall's attention is fixed on a small 
architectural model, a scale rendition of the Museum Art Center, 
Silkeborg Bad, in Silkeborg, Denmark, which recently invited 
her to create the largest installation of her career. A renowned 
print- and papermaker, Hall has spent 12 weeks researching and 
planning a 100' x 20' flood of brightly colored undersea crea­
tures and polymorphous vegetation, punctuated with gunmetal 
scraps of nautical flotsam and the occasional ashen cargo ship. 
All that remains is to cast each of the 112 elements in thick, 
three-dimensional cotton rag pulp. And then, of course, to start 
printing. (S he is one of 10 artists from around the world invited 
to work in an original way with the medium paper.) 
"The ocean is like another world," Hall muses. "Being 
out on the water, when you can no longer see land, you 
definitely feel like you're out of your element. I wanted to 
recreate that sense of journey and of the human need to 
explore and dream of new horizons. 
"Making paper, that's the easy part." 
Thinking About Making Art 
The Silkeborg installation is Hall's latest work that crosses the 
boundaries of printmaking, papermaking, painting, and sculp­
ture. Unlike more orthodox printers, for example, Hall rarely 
prints editions of her work, preferring to treat each as a one-of-a­
kind artwork. In the early 1980s, she began using plaster casts to 
create large, freeform shapes from cotton and abaca pulp, often 
painting into the wet mixture with pure, undiluted pigment. A 
few years lat.er, she hit on a method for hand-packing, rather 
than mechanically pressing, pulp into stiff, cardboard-like 
A sailboat symbolically travels through living and work spaces in the St. LoUIS 

loft of Joan Hall, the Kenneth E. Hudson Professor of Art (and the first female 

named professor in the art school). 
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V-Knot, 84 " x 60" x 1.25"; handmade 
poper, pulp pointing, printing (5 loyers 
of poper); 2000. 
"I wanted to recreate 
that sense of 
Journey and of 
the human need to 
explore and dream of 
new horizons," says 
Professor Joan Hall. 
Dead Reckoning, 119" x 99" x 2. 15"; 
handmade kozo paper, pulp painting, 
printing (8 layers of paper); 1999. 
sheets, which she then overprinted and collaged with 
a spontaneous-seeming mix of media and materials. 
"Linocut, collagraph, monoprint-l'll use what­
ever works for a particular piece," Hall explains. 
"Printmaking and papermaking are so unbelievably 
physical and labor intensive that if you don't keep 
pushing, you can get caught up in technique and 
not think enough about making art." 
Today, Hall's artwork can be found in prestigious 
collections around the world, including the Saint 
Louis Art Museum; the Leopold-Hoesch Museum in 
Duren, Germany; the Nelson-Atkins Museum in 
Kansas City; and the Fogg Art Museum at Harvard 
University. The National Endowment for the Arts has 
awarded her two fellowships-one in printmaking, 
one in papermaking-and her work has been featured 
in major survey texts like Printmaking, A Primary Forll1 
or Expression (1992), PaperArt: The History or Paper Art 
(1994), and Art{onns, An Art Historical Slirvey (two edi­
tions: 1994 and 1999). 
Recently, Hall has taken to working 
with t.hin, luminous Japanese 
A 15:1 
scale model 
of ProFessor Hall's 
installation at the Museum 
Art Center, Silkeborg Bad, in 
Silkeborg, Denmark. Actual size is 
100 ' x 20.' 
papers like kozo and gampi (made from the boiled inner 
bark of mulberry trees), which she stacks in semi-trans­
parent layers, allowing hints of color and pattern and 
nautical imagery to float through like waves. The fin­
ished pieces often approach 10 feet high-their sensual, 
richly textured surfaces offering a kind of one-woman 
seminar in the varieties of mark-making. They are also 
surprisingly kinetic: Tacked to the wall by upper corners, 
each is free to flutter and twist in the air. 
"Among American artists today, Joan has a deep com­
mitment to the innovative usage of papermaking and 
printing techniques," writes Cornelia Homburg, curator 
of modern art at the Saint LOllis Art Museum, in the cat­
alog of a 1999 exhibition of Hall's work. "Creating the 
enormous sheets of paper requires technical know-how, 
but the assembly of the variOus layers ... is very much 
a process of intuitive development." 
Teaching Imagery, Process, and Fearlessness 
Born and raised in Ohio, Hall earned a bachelor's degree 
from the Columbus College of Art and Design and spent 
a summer at San Francisco's Institute of Experimental 
Printmaking, working with Garner Tullis before receiving 
her Master of Fine Arts from the University of Nebraska. 
She came to teach at the School of Art shortly thereafter, 
in 1978, largely to work with Peter Marcus, the icono­
clastic coordinator of the printmaking/drawing major 
area. "Peter was teaching graduate students how to build 
presses," Hall recalls. "I thought, 'Hey, I need a press ... III 
"We wanted our program to take a mixed-media 
approach," explains Marcus, now professor emeritus. 
"Adding new stuff, new materials, building things in 
layers-the idea was to experiment with imagery and 
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process so that each time you run a print you're 
adding to the body of knowledge." 
That philosophy continues to inform Hall's work, 
both as area coordinator for printmaking/drawing and 
Island Press, the School's highly successful contract 
print shop and visiting-artist program. Over the years, 
printmaking faculty and students, \·vorking under the 
direction of a master printer, have issued editions of 
more than 100 pieces by major artists such as Raphael 
Ferrer, Roy Lichtenstein, Juan Sanchez, Joyce Scott, 
Juane Quick-to-see Smith, and, most recently, Franco 
Mondini-Ruiz. For her many contributions to the art 
school, Hall was named the first Kenneth E. Hudson 
Professor of Art in October 2000. 
"As a teacher, Hall has inspired a generation of 
students and demonstrated, both in the classroQm 
and in her own practice, that artistic boundaries exist 
solely to be overcome," says JeJf Pike, dean of the 
School of Art. 
"Joan is pretty fearless in her own work and that 
encourages her students to be fearless as well," points 
out Romi Sloboda, B.F.A. '93. "As a young artist, it's 
very important to have someone who can tell you 
that there's no reason not to try something. Unless 
A 
your ideas were highly flammable or physicaUy dan­
gerous, she'd say, 'Go for it.'" 
Still, even the most cutting-edge classroom requires 
discipline. "We used to have a sign that said, 'No road 
kill through the press,'" Hall says. "Food, fish-it's a 
24-hour shop, so you never really know what goes 
through there. 
"Some things I'm sure we don't want to know 
about." 
Using Technology as a Tool 
In recent months, Hall has added a new instrument to 
her artistic toolbox-digital technology. Sketching on 
a computer tablet, HaU, aide(1 by her husband, Tim 
Miller, is able to arrange and resize images and export 
them to a sophisticated plotter developed for the 
commercial sign age industry. The plotter cuts her 
designs from thick sheets of vinyl, which, mounted 
on plastic panels, make ideal intaglio plates: positive 
spaces wipe clean, negative spaces hold ink. 
Despite the high-tech innovation, Hall's art 
remains resolutely handcrafted. Plates are individually 
inked and rolled one at a time through her gleaming 
new press, printing onto large, flowing sheets of 
handmade paper (image size up to 5' x 10'). "For me, 
color and surface and texture are still really impor­
tant," Hall explains. "I love technology as a tool, but I 
don't think it's necessarily interesting on its own. You 
have to manipulate it somehow to keep it from 
becoming predictable." 
Guantanamo, 8' x 12 '; handmade paper, pulp pointing, 

mixed media printing; 1992. 

Below: An ovid sailor, Joan Hall looks to the ocean for cre­
ative inspiration. Here, she races on Carlyle Lake, in Illinois. 
One of Hall's new works, inspired by sailor's knots, 
will be featured in the Brooklyn Museum of Art's ultra­
prestigious Print National this summer. The show's 
organizing theme is computer-generated art, which 
Hall finds both ironic and appropriate to her own mix 
of experimentation and tradition. 
"Knotting is a craft of primitive times. Sailors used 
them to secure lines, tie up the 
boat, etc.; the wrong knot 
could cause injury or 
loss of equipment. 
And 'decorative 
knots' were devel­
oped on long voy­
ages as a mealJS of 
entertainmen t," 
she points out. 
"Today, even with 
global positioning 
satellites and all the 
other equipment 
available, we still tie 
knots the same way as 
ancien t ma riners." 
Merging this understanding of tradition and technical 
expertise with a desire for exploration, Hall continues on 
her artistic journey. @ 
Liam Otten is a senior news writer in WU's Office of University 
Communications. 
For more information, vis it artsci .vvustl.eduJ-artweb/washUSoal 
faculty/hall.html 
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FOR THE 
BY DIANE DUKE WILLIAMS 
Neonatologist F. Sessions Cole loves working with families. As a 
physician and leader of the Division of Newborn Medicine at the 
- School of Medicine, Cole is responsible for some 10,000 babies 
a year. With that, he handles some of the area's most extremely 
premature infants-all with the utmost care and devotion. 
arrison james 
Acord was born 
on September 14, 
1999, at Barnes­
jewish Hospital 
South. His parents, 
Cassandra and 
james Acord , 
had known for months before 
Harrison was born that he had a 
diaphragmatic hernia and there 
was only a 20 to SO percent 
chance he would survive. After 
meeting with numerous special­
ists and worrying countless 
hours during Cassandra's preg­
nancy, the Acords were hopeful 
that surgery following Harrison's 
birth would repair the hernia 




When Harrison was 12 hour 

old, however, F. Sessions Cole, 

the Parkj. White, J.. I.D., 

Professor of Pediatrics and 

professor of cell biology and 

physiology at the School of 

Medicine, entered Cassandra 

Acord's hospital room with Rick 

Martin, associate professor of 

pediatrics, to tell her Harrison 

had other problems, and he 

would die. liThe bottom of my 

world dropped out," she says. 

Harrison had an extreme.ly 

rare condition called Fryns syn­

drome, which causes unusual 

facial features, hand and foot 

abnormalities, poor lung devel­
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Although the Acords were devastated by 
the news Cole delivered, they were struck by 
his warmth and kindness-words often used 
to describe Cole. "Dr. Cole had this gift of 
levels, but it's 
the compassion 
he showed us that 
se ts him apart." 
telling us what we needed to know and 
how we needed to hear it . He was 
very caring," Cassandra Acord 
says. "He's a wonderful 
doctor on many 
Cole, also head 
of the Division of 
Newborn Medicine 
at the School of 
Medicine, ultimately 
is responsible for 
10,000 infants 
annually, or 
about 40 percent 
of those born in 
the St. Louis 
metropolitan 
area. In addHion 
to overseeing 
care of babies 
in the Barnes­
Jewish Hospital 
South nursery anc.1 
in the Neonatal 
Intensive Care Unit 
(NICU) at St. Louis 
Children's Hospital, 
he supervises 
nurseries at Missouri Baptist Hospital and 
at Christian Northwest Hospital. 
He relishes ca ring for newborn infants. 
"By treating them, I can take care of chil­
dren whose outcomes are the longest pos­
sible outcomes in medicine," Cole says. 
"And I love working with famili es ." 
Joan c. Downey, assistant professor of 
pediatrics at the School of Medicine, caLis 
Cole the consummate clinician. "He is 
concerned about every aspect of the 
patient's well-being, from the cutting edge 
of what medicine has to offer to the famil­
ial , social, and societal cont.ext in which 
the patient and family live," she says. 
Each year, Cole personally cares for 
approximately 650 newborns. Much of his 
time is spent treating infants in the NICU 
at St. Louis Children's Hospital. Babies 
here-many of them born prematurely­
battle myriad problems. 
In neonatal intenSive care units across 
the country today, babies born 16 weeks 
early and weighing only 1.3 pounds can 
survive. These infants, called extreme 
preemies, are tiny enough to fi t in a 
human hand. 
A typical extreme preemie, who lives in 
an incubator, may not be strong enough 
to draw air in and out of his or her lungs 
without a breathing machine. The baby's 
intestines often are immature, and food is 
provided intravenously-through a small 
plastic tube inserted into a blood vessel in 
the preemie's belly button. This tube also 
is used to withdraw blood regularly for 
..... COI.EHAD 
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WHAT WE NEEDED 10 KNOW 
and how we needed to hear it. He was very caring," 
Cassandra Acord says. "He's a wonderful doctor on 
many levels, bllt it's the compassion he showed LIS 
that sets him apart." 
testing. During the first few weeks of life, the 
preemie receives multiple blood transfusions 
to replace the lost blood. The infant also is at 
risk of bleeding in the brain and of infection. 
A recent article in The New England JOLirnal 
oOvledicine documented that of the 8 percent 
... 
of extreme preemies who survive, half of 
them are normal. The other haLf are mentally 
or physically disabled and can have general 
slowness in mental growth, seizures, and 
problems seeing, hearing, talking, walking, 
aod using their hands and feet. 
Cole, who has become a national figure 
in the bioethical debate about how much 
should be done to save these infants, says 
this is the first study to tell parents the 
chance of survival for an extreme preemie 
and what happens to the ones who live. 
"But we still don't have any reliable methods 
for predicting which of the babies are going 
to be normal and which are going to be 
severely affected," he says. 
In the NICU, Cole advises each family 
individually. But two factors always playa 
role: whether the baby's clinical condition 
can be helped by available machines and 
medicines, and the family's expectations 
and perceptions. 
"Some families have lost children or had 
.,ignifit ant complications in getting the baby 
to this point," he says. "Religion also is 
portant sometimes. Some families have 
faith that God is working through the 
doctors, and some families feel that God is 
working despite the doctors." 
The process is dynamic, as the baby's 
condition, the family's perceptions, and the 
infant's response to medical interventions 
change often. "No family wants a baby to 
suffer needlessly," Cole says. "On the other 
hand, no family wants to give up hope. We 
help families define the boundaries of hope, 
which sometimes are pushed out and some­
times become very narrow." 
he son of a television 
repairman and home­
maker in Providence, 
Rhode Isl.and, Cole 
decided between his 
junior and senior year 
at Amherst College that 
he wanted to become a 
doctor. He was a history major-his only 
exposure to medicine had been a summer 
internship in an operating room at Rhode 
Island Hospital. 
"My father and I were fishing, and he 
asked me what I was going to do," Cole 
says. "Without much discussion or thought, 
I announced that I thought I'd be a doctor." 
During the first week at Yale University 
School of tvledicine, Cole was so intimidated 
by his classmates' intellect and scientific 
knowledge that he bought a one-way bus 
Pages 20 & 22' Neonatologist F Sessions Cole holds Emily Brooke Vvatkins at seven days old. Born four weeks 
prematurely, Emily, who weighed about 5 pounds, was recovering from respiratory distress syndrome. 
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ticket home. He buried it beneath When Cole jo ined the Department of 
clothes in a dresser drawer-believing he Pediatric, as director of the Division of 
might need to leave school quickly and Newborn Medicine, he was one of four 
never return. The ticket remained in full-time neonato logis ts. Today, the divi­~considers 

teaching a daily 
opportunity to be 
challenged. " It's an 
excuse to learn 
more-both about 
myself and about a 
topic," Cole says. 
the drawe r. 
In medical school, Cole had a hard 
time deciding whether to speciali ze in 
internal medicine or in pediatrics. In the 
end, he decided he wanted to treat chil­
elren. "Kids wanted to ge t well," Cole 
says . "I found that if I wanted a patient 
to get well more than the pa ti ent wanted 
to ge t well, I fel t frustrated. r never felt 
fru strated with children." 
Cole tra ined at the Children's 
Hospital Medical Center in Boston 
and at the United States Public Health 
Service Hospital in Brighton , Massa­
chusetts. JIe also completed a research 
fellowship in neonato logy and cell bio l­
ogy a t Brigham and Women's Hospital 
in Boston. Ilis fellowship was in the 
laboratory of Harvey Colten, whom 
he followed to Washington University 
School of Medicine in 1986. 
sion has 16. 
n add itio n to his ad ministra­
tive duti es, Cole teaches med­
ica l students, res idents, and 
fell ows. He considers teaching 
a da il y opportunity to be chal­
lenged. "It's an excuse to lea rn 
more-hoth about mys~' lf and 
ahout a topiC," he says. 
Cole was honored by students in 1993 
with a Clinical Teacher o f the Yea r Award . 
And for hi ro le in helping two medical 
students sta rt an ex tracurri cular program 
ca lled Students Teaching AIDS to Students 
(STATS), he won a First Aide Awa rd from 
the 51. Louis Effort for AIDS in 2000. 
Medical students involved with ST...\TS 
now provide AlDS education to 5,000 
middle-school students in the St. Louis 
area each year; Cole remains one of the 
group's faculty advisers, along with 
Grego ry Storch, professor of pediatri cs. 
William A. Peck, executive vice chan­
cellor for medical affairs ami dea n of the 
School of Medicine, ca ll s Cole a tremen­
dously talented physician and leader. "He 
is a deeply committed n eonatologis t, and 
he has done an excellent job of gUiding 
the Division of Newhorn Medicine." 
In the future, Cole believes the School 
of Medicine must use its reSOurCes to 
understand birth defects and prematurity, 
in adcl ition to treating them. "We have 
the resources to understa nd the mo lecular 
and cellular mechanisms that control 
clevelopment," Cole says. " \ think these 
resources are critica l for taking th e nex t 
step to improve the outcomes of babies." 
And he will continue hi s personal 
crusade for children by ed ucating area 
po li cy-makers o n children's issues. 
"Sessio ns Cole is an advocate for 
chi! Iren ," says Alan L. Schwartz, the 
Harriet B. Spoehrer Professor and head of 
the Department of Ped iatrics . "Th is is o ne 
of hi s core va lues, one tha t he lives each 
day. Our child ren today and tomorrow are 
hetter off becaUSe of Sess ions Cole." @ 
Diane Duke Williams is a free-lance wrner based HI 
St. Louis 
Pro fessor Cole makes rounds with Paula Raybuck 
(center), MD. '00, and Hayley Wurzel, lvl.D. '99, both 
pediatric reSidents, in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit 
~ at 51. Louis Children's Hospital. 
l 
~ 






Fueled by a desire to 
contribute to world 
affairs, Ruth May 
Markus (formerly 
Sackmann-stage 
name "Kay Morton") 
became a radio 
broadcaster in 1939. 
Over a three-decade 
career, she met and 
interviewed the likes 
of Eleanor Roosevelt, 
Duke Ellington, and 
Bob Hope. Now at 
84, she uses her zeal, 
raising funds for the 
Lebanon (Illinois) 
Woman's Club and 
teaching others to 
read. 
"I did all my own writing . It was 
up to me to gather my material 
and bring in my own interuiews ~. " 
The list of luminaries she interviewed in a career 
spanning more than three decades reaches widely 
across cultural and political history. Prime ministers 
and first ladies, authors, inventors, politicians and 
diplomats, composers, actors, and many others made 
their way to her microphone to share their wisdom, 
views, and experiences. 
Eleanor Roosevelt. Carlos P. Romulo. Panamanian 
President Ricardo Alfaro. The Honorable C. V. Hambro, 
exiled president of Norway. Sen. Claude Pepper 
(D-Fla.), the father of Social Security. The great 
magician Blackstone. Countess Alexandra Tolstoy. 
Duke Ellington. Arthur Fiedler. Satchmo Armstrong. 
Ronald Reagan, then president of the Screen Actors 
Guild . Bob Hope, Forrest Tucker, and Charlton 
Heston, who became close personal friends . Karl 
Wallenda, patriarch of tightrope walkers, who wanted 
to take her up on the high wire (she declined). 
This remarkable career began simply enough, 
when Sackmann took a speech class as a student at 
St. Louis' Cleveland High School. She went on to win 
j' the Missouri Oratorical Contest, held in Grahami Chapel on the Washington University campus. After 
high school, she enrolled at the University to study 
journalism with Professor James "Pop" McClure, an 
old-school Kansas newspaperman who constituted 
the entire program. 
She also became fea tures editor of Stl/dent Life. "It was 
our internship, " she explains. One aSSignment was a 
story on actor Francis Lederer. "] went down to the 
Ambassador Theater to interview him, went backstage, 
and he said, 'Do you mind coming into my dressing room'?' 
Then he started to take off his shirt and just cleaned up. 
He was a perfect gentleman, but, you know, to a 19-, 
20-year-old girl . .. Then about 10 years later, ] interviewed 
him on radio. We chuckled about it. Of course, he didn't 
remember, but] did!" 
She graduated with a B.S. in journalism in 1938, and 
in January 1939, she took a job with WTMV Radio, in East 
St. Louis. Her pay to conduct a dally half-hour commentary 
show was 25 cents a day (just enough for the bridge toll). 
Her longtime interest in raelio quickly became hard 
work, as she scrambled to fiLl her airtime. "] did all my own 
writing," she explains. "It was up to me to gather my mate­
rial and bring in my own interviews." Her guests included 
local politicians, visiting celebrities, lecturers visiting the 
Th is page-Top. In her Lebanon, Illinois, home in iv1arch 2001, Ruth May 
Markus revisits her three-decade broadcasting career as Kay Morton. 
PrevIous page-Top.· Kay Morton joined the staff at KXOK in 1943. 
Middle.· Morton interviewed Paul Whiteman in 1946. 
Bottom. Morton gathered her own material for her shows. Here, she is 
preparing for a glider ride. 
University. She also sold her own advertising and began 
to make more than just the bridge toll for her work. 
I n 1941, she moved to WIL Radio, taking the stage name "Kay Morton." Then in 1943, she joined 
__KXOK. By now her show featured a lO-piece 
orchestra and guests of steadily increasing prominence. 
In 1941, Sackmann had met and married Jim Castle, 
who became Paramount Pictures' Midwest publicity and 
advertising director. His many contacts expanded her 
show-business links. However, she also pursued her other 
interests. For example, on May 5, 1946, she was the only 
woman radio broadcaster to do a live "feed" (ABC-Blue 
Network) at Westminster College when British PrLme 
Minister Winston Churchill gave his famous "Iron 
Curtain" speech (coining an immortal phrase). 
"You know," she recalls, "that Iron Curtain reference 
was not in the original speech tbat he distributed before­
hand to the press; he added that page on the train 
coming here." 
Though she readily admits she was 
traUblazing as a woman in radio, she 
says women did not have to prove 
themselves more than men. The 
work was highly competitive, 
however; she was the youngest 
of four women hosting similar 
shows. "We all were competing 
for the top interviews," she 
recalls. She had more than her share 
of scoops: among others, she was 
the only radio journalist in town to 
host Alexander P. deSeversky, who 
invented the helicopter gyroscope, 
and she also brought to her show 
renowned ice skater Sonja Henie, 
who had never hefore agreed to a 
live radio interview. 
She says she was never censored or told what to 
broadcast . "That took a lot of trust on their part," she 
says of the station managers. " I guess we all had a different 
sense of decency. You wouldn't do anything that was hurt­
ful or obscene or untrue." 
World War II shaped many of her shows. One memo­
rable interview was with Col. Charles Drew, the African­
American physiCian who developed a means of storing 
and shipping blood plasma. "He saved thousands of lives 
in the war," she says, "and his discovery revolutionized 
medicine." 
l'eJ"haps her most cherished 
memories from the war years 
were the times that KXOK 
arranged special hookups 
between families and their 
relatives in the military. "It 
was just a joy to be ahle to 
bring parents and service peo­
ple together," she recalls. 
But the war was changing 
radio. "Ikfore, there had been 
Top: Roy Rogers (right) was anmore interest in the culturaJ 
interviewee in 1944,
side," she ohserves. "Everything 
hegan to speed up a little. Left,· Morton interviewed actor 
Francis Lederer.Everything was news and 
music." She left KXOK in 1947 Below far left, Morton visited 
and went into publiC relations a lion-tamer for her sho'/1/, 
work, soon balancing it with Just for You, 
motherhood: with son Jim born 
in 1948. She represented the 
St. Louis Millinery Association (25 manufacturers in a 
local industry ranking second only to 
New York) and the Mississippi Valley 
Cosmetology Association. She also 
represented two New York agencies, 
Ruder & Finn and Fred Rosen 
Associates. For the latter, she 
worked with the International Tea 
Council, to its great benefit-in 
typically imaginative style, she 
opened up a vast new market for 
iced tea by introducing it at sum­
mertime college foothall clinics. 
In 1951, she was back on the air with 
a KSD Television show titled Open HOl/se. 
She continued her wide-ranging interviews there and 
on the show Lel~s Visit Kay 1',,[O,.tO/1! on Channel 36, now 
Channel 2, in 1954. And she did free-lance interviews 
for KMOX until 1970. 
Jim Castle elied unexpectedly in 1966. The same year, 
she became a real estate broker and worked for her 
father at Sackmann Realty. Her schedule was flexibl e, 
and she continued her publiC relations work. In 1977 
she married Jim Markus, a research chemist who 
became a real estate developer. The couple found 
some beautiful acreage near Lebanon, Illinois, in 
19S7, built a home, and settled there. "I love 
Lebanon," she says. "It's such a caring community." 
She and Markus were married for 18 years, until his 
death in 1995. 
At 84, Ruth May Markus still impresses one 
as very much a dynamo. She's president of the 
Lehanon "Voman's Club this year; the group puts 
on special events to support the town's visitor's center, the 
local students' soccer clubs, the food bank, SCholarship funds, 
and other causes. She's also a literacy tutor and has met 
weekly with a Spanish woman and a 62-year-Old man to 
help them learn to read English. 
So while she has rich memories of a fascinating career 
and a treasure trove of priceless mementos, she's clearly not 
stopping now: in 2001, just as in 1939, she's still throwing 
open windows on the worlel . r\~ 
'-Y 
Betsy Rogers is a free-lance writer based in Belleville. IllinOIS, 
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As director of HealthPartners Alzheimer's 
Research Center at Regions Hospital in St. Paul, 
Minnesota, William H. Frey II has spent 
years seeking effective treatments for this 
disease. But he and his team of biochemical 
researchers initially faced a barrier~literally, 
the blood-brain barrier that kept medications 
they tested from reaching the brain through 
the bloodstream. When a solution finally pre­
sented itself, it came via an unexpected route. 
"I dreamt I was arguing with some other 
SCientists," Frey explains. The scientists kept 
insisting his research could never succeed. 
"Then, at the end of the dream, an idea came 
to me. Maybe the way to get [medication] 
to the brain was by using nose drops. II 
Researchers already knew that harmful 
viruses could reach the brain through the 
nasal cavity. "It occurred to me that if bad 
things could reach the brain this way, maybe 
we CQu id get something good in there, toO." 
Someone else might have dismissed the 
idea upon waking. Frey started writing a 
patent al plication-and embarked upon 
research that may promise new treatments 
not only for Alzheimer's, bu t also for other 
brain-related diseases. 
's rea 
Pursuing unconventional ideas runs in 
Frey's family. "My mother and father both 
had a strong sense of faith in their own 
ideas," Frey says. "They taught that to me." 
In fact, family has influenced Frey in 
many ways, affecting not only his decision 
to become a research scientist, but also to 
begin his studies at Washington University. 
He comes from a long line of Washington 
University alumni, including his father, busi­
nessman William H. Frey, Sr., B.S.B.A. '43, 
LL.B./J.D. '47; and his grandfather Abraham 
Frey, A.B. '10, a St. Louis judge and colleague 
of William Howard Taft, the former 
Supreme Court justice and U.S. preSident, 
after whom William Frey, Sr. was named. 
(William Frey II's great-uncle, great-aunt, 
and great-great-aunt also attended the 
University.) 
"I heard nothing but wonderful things 
about Washington University," Frey says. 
He pursued a bachelor's degree in 
chemistry and found the praise well­
justified. He learned from Nobel laureates 
and world-renowned pOlitiCians, and he 





"lf we can demonstrate that intranasal 
delivery works for treating one brain 
disease in humans, then it will be much. 
much easier to develop drugs for 
Alzheimer's, stroke, Parkinson's disease, 
and many others," says William Frey. 
"The main thing is 
how much this 
research could 
benefit families." 
"It was a great place to get an e(iucation. A place 
focused on learning, research, and excellence, one wbere 
how well you do is up to you ." 
While William Frey, Sr. helped lead him to Washington 
University, Frey's mother, Brena Feldman Frey, was key 
to his decision to become a researcher once he was here. 
Although not a scientist herself, she was a spirited free­
thinker who "spent a great deal of time searching for 
answers to questions other people djdn't even think to 
ask. She was always investigating things," Frey says. 
"When she had ideas, I paid attention." 
After .eaming a bachelor's degree in chemistry from Washington University in 1969, Frey pursued a Ph.D. in biochemistry at Case Western Reserve 
University. WhiJe he was there, Frey investigate(i a ques­
tion his mother had asked him: "Why is it that people 
cry tears?" He would pursue the answer, alongSide his 
Alzheimer's work, for many years. He took a scientific 
approach to her inquiry, and he discovered emotional tears 
were chemically different from other tears. That research 
resulted in interviews with People magazine, the Toda)' 
Show, ,ood Morning America, and others, as well as a book, 
Clying: The M),ster), or Tears (HaIper and Row). "Perhaps the 
reason people feel better after crying is that they're remov­
ing chemicals that build up during stress," Frey suggests, 
adding that the question remains open to further research. 
Upon graduating from Case Western, Frey pursued 
postlioctoral work at the University of Minnesota. There, 
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he was approached by two psychiatrists affiliated with 
St. Paul's Regions Hospital. They sought someone who 
could study the brains of Alzheimer's patients from a 
biocbemical perspective. 
Learning more about the workings of the brain appeale(i 
to Frey. He applied for funding and started the Alzheimer's 
Research Center at Regions, planning to stay for a year 
or so. "That was in 1977," he says, "and I'm still at it." 
Frey's research team began by focusing on tangles, 
abnormal proteins that accumulate in the brains of 
Alzheimer's sufferers. The team came to believe that 
altered nerve cell micro tubules and microtubule-associated 
proteins were involved in tangle formation. The National 
Institutes of Health disagreed with tbis theory and, 
subsequently, CLlt off Frey's funding when he would not 
abandon the idea. Without financial support, Frey was 
forced to let much of his staff go, but others pursued the 
research begun at the center. Within a few years, 
Khalid Iqbal of New York State Institute for Basic 
Research had used techniques developed by Frey's 
group to prove their theories correct . 
Currently, Frey is working to put his ideas about 
intranasal drug delivery into practice, experimenting 
with a class of proteins known as nerve growth factors. 
In 1997, the center began collaborating with a pharma­
ceutical company, Chiron Corporation. The results look 
increasingly promising. 
At the International Stroke Conference in February 
2001, Frey and Xin-Feng Liu, a researcher at the center, 
showed that when rats experiencing strokes were given 
S nose drops containing a particular nerve growth factor, the 
9: brain damage they suffered decreased by about 70 percent. 
S There is strong cause to hope that these findings will bene­
fit Alzheimer's and other brain-related illnesses as well. 
Frey hopes to move to human clinical tri.als soon. 
While not yet at liberty to share the details of specific 
research proposals, he says of future plans: "If we can 
, clemonstrate that intranasal delivery works for treating 
one brain disease in humans, then it will be much, much 
easier to develop drugs for Alzheimer's, stroke, Parkinson 's 
disease, and many others. 
"The main thing is 110W much this research coule! 
benefit families," adds Frey, who lost a grandmother to 
Alzheimer's in 1985. He regularly recejves calls from the 
families of other Alzheimer's patients, and their stories 
provide a strong impetus for continuing his research. 
OutSide of the lab, Frey continues to spend time with 
his own family, which includes children Brandl, William Ill, 
and Benjamin, ages 22, 19, and 15. He also enjoys writing 
poetry and occasionally teaching tae kwon do. 
He remains committed fo examining ideas carefully, 
both his own and those of others. "1 think a lot of people 
have good ideas and dismiss them," Frey says. "They 
assume that if they really had a good idea, someone else 
would have already thought of it first. 
"But if you have an idea and you want to succeed 
with it, in business or science or anything else, you ha,7e 
to be persistent. You have to believe in yourse.lf." @ 
Janni Lee Simner, AB . '89. IS a free- I nee writer based in Tucson. Arizona. 
For more in formation on the Alzheimer's Research Center, please call 
1-800-229-2872. or visi t the Web site: alzheimersinfoorg 
~" By Betsy Rog." '~~ 
~ Alumna Janey Gilkey has spent' ~ !'r a lifetime helping children with disabilities. ~~ p.JJ? Working around the globe, this occupational 
~oJ therapist has spent the last 18 years helping 
those in Brunei. 
Photos by Azaraimy H_ Haslb 
I Ilveterate travelers leave their footprints worldwide, 
but surely very few 
have put their 
hands to healing 
work around the 
globe like Janey 
Gilkey_ 
the western Pacific. 
Here, in the lush and 
sweltering tropics, 
Gilkey has built an 
occupational therapy 
service virtually from 
scratch. An arm of the 
Medical and HealthAt the clinic in Bandar Seri Begawan (Brunei's capitalj, Janey Gilkey (center) Department of Brunei,and staff show children the many colors of a Brunei Air Force parachute. 
This 1955 graduate from the Occupational Therapy 
Program at the School of Medicine has been to both 
poles and all seven continents. She has worked in 
places as close as Kansas City and as far away as 
Borneo. She has lived in Hong Kong and Beirut and 
the U.S. Virgin Islands; she has known the rich and the 
famous. And through it all, she has carried a mission 
to help those \vith disabilities live richer, fuller lives. 
Nor is she about to quit, though at age 69 she might 
well consider that she'd earned her retirement. "I have 
a lot of energy," she says, putting it very mildly 
indeed. 
For the past 18 years, she has put those energies to 
""ork in the Sultanate of Brunei, a Uny Muslim country 
just north of the equator on Borneo's north coast in 
the service has grown 
under her leadership 
to operate six clinics and provide services for 
more than 1,000 people a year. 
Gilkey was in Hong Kong in 1982, working 
with victims of cerebral palsy at the Ting Hung 
Chu School, when she called her travel agent for 
vacation ideas. The agent suggested Brunei, so 
off she went. 
Visiting the local hospital in the capital , Gilkey 
asked if the staff included any occupational thera­
pists. ",,rithin 24 hours, she had a job offer to start a 
program for handicapped children. She went back 
to Hong Kong long enough to resign from her posi­
tion, then moved to Brunei and went to work. 
And work it was. "They gave me a room right 
behind the hospital's TB clinic," she recalls . 
"It was terribly dirty-it hadn't been used for 
ages." So Gilkey rolled up her sleeves and 
cleaned it herself. 
There was no equipment of any kind-no 
furniture, no toys, no refrigerator-but Gilkey 
was not bashful about enlisting support. 
From British army wives at a nearby camp, 
she received money to hire a local carpenter 
to make tables and chairs. From groups in 
England and the United States came toys. 
From the hospital came ice cream, and from 
both a British pediatrician and the wife of a 
Shell Oil Co. officer, invitations to swimming 
parties for the children. . .. 
Thus began a long tradition of sohCltmg 
support: Gilkey's fearless requests have . 
acquired everythmg 
from food, books, 
and computers to 
washing machines 
and buses to hun­
dreds of volunteer 
hours spent painting, 
building, and clean­
ing. Her donors 
range from American 
sailors to local philan­
thropists to regional 
businessmen to the 
Sheraton Hotels and 
Above: Janey Gilkey (right) works with chil­
dren in the village of Bangar Temburong. 
She travels there by boat. 
Top:' Young clients enjoy various activities, 
from physical therapy to elementary educa­
tion to field trips-swimming is a favonte. 
Bottom.' Because of Gilkey's fund-raising 
efforts, clinics have new toys, books, and 
computers for the children. 
McDonalds to Her Royal Highness Pengiran 
Isteri Hajjah Mariam, one of the two wives 
of His Majesty Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah. 
:Reaching Beyond the 
Capital 
Soon Gilkey realized that services were 
needed beyond the country's capital, 
Bandar Seri Begawan, so she began travel­
ing upriver into the jungle by boat to a 
village named Bangar Temburong, where 
there was a small hospital. Though only 
4S minutes to an hour away, the trip had 
its hazards: the boat broke down frequently 
(14 times on one memorable trip); life jack­
ets were a rarity; and crocodiles, on the 
other hand, were plentiful. 
But the ulu-the rainforest-is gorgeous, 
Gilkey says, with beautiful nipah palms, 
winding waterways, and village houses 
raised on stilts. Soon she was spending one 
day a week in Temburong, working with 
"all kinds of children"-cerebral palsy 
victims, the mentally retarded, youngsters 
with speech delays, and others. Hospital 
vehicles picked up children from their 
homes in the jungle, and Gilkey went by 
boat to visit youngsters who could not 
get to the clinic. 
From Temburong she expanded the 
program to Tutong, also about an hour 
from the capital. She was given space in 
a health-clinic building but quickly discov­
ered that it had been used to store insecti­
cides, which had seeped into the floors . 
"A British woman volunteered to help me, 
and we scrubbed the floors for three days," 
Gilkey says. She and an Indian boy then 
painted the space with donated paint and 
rollers. "We painted ourselves right out the 
front door," she recalls. The local people, 
unaccustomed to seeing professionals 
perform manual labor, were "amazed". 
Other amazements were to follow. Soon 
the clinic had graduated to a large donated 
house, equipped with out­
door play sets, toys, 
and furniture-all 




tained the grounds. 
Other supporters 
donated a large 
tent, a building for 
the tricycles, even 
the land for an 
entrance road. 
Gilkey's next expansion was in Kuala 
Belait, where she began offering services 
in a hospital. Shell Oil donated a Mercedes 
bus that delivers children to the center and 
then home again. Shell volunteers help to 
teach the youngsters. 
And to offer therapeutic benefits to even 
more children, Gilkey opened yet another 
clinic in 
Sengkurong, 
near the capital. 
This one too 
had its chal­
lenges-there 
were snakes in 
the toilets when 
she first arrived. 
"We had to call 
the fire depart­
ment," she 
notes. But soon, 
through the 
efforts of patrons 
and volunteers, 
tile clinic moved 
into its own hOllse. The British soccer star 
Kevin Keegan donated a carload of toys, 
and Citibank gave a bus. Computers came 
from Standard Chartered Bank. 
The program for her young clients 
runs tile gamut from physical therapy 
to elementary education-with donated 
books, of course. rvlusic is effective 
therapy for these youngsters, so she 
has implemented a sophisticated music 
program in which tlley write and sing 
Malay songs. Recreation ranges from 
riding tricycles to playing with Legos™ to 
assembling puzzles to frequent field trips. 
Her Royal Highness Pengiran Isteri 
Hajjah rvlariam, patroness of handicapped 
childrell, takes a keen interest in Gilkey's 
work, making drop-in visits at the clinics 
and at the children'S homes. In Kuala 
Belait, she visited the home of three handi­
capped children; discovering that the roof 
leaked, she directed Gilkey to have it 
repai red. She also donated wheelchairs for 
the youngsters. "She is," Gilkey says with 
feeling, "a very nice lady." 
The royal connection benefits the 
children in many ways. When His Majesty 
Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah marks his 
birthday each July 15-a national celebra­
tion for this much-loved monarch-the 
children are invited to the lstana Nurul 
Imam, his palace, for a Hari Raya party. 
Hari Raya is a rvluslim celebration after the 
fasting of Rhamadhan, and the children 
receive food , toys, and money. 
putting Service First 
Born in Kansas City, the daughter of a 
pediatrician, Gilkey considered medical 
school but decided on occupational 
therapy (OT) instead . She went to 
Washington University, she says, 
because its three-year program was 
the best available. 
She hegan her professional life as direc­
tor of OT at the Crippled Children's 
Nursery School in Kansas City, hut her 
love for traveling took her first to Beirut 
and then, after another stint in Kansas 
City where she set up an Easter Seals 
homecraft shop for the disahled, to the 
Virgin Islands in 1968. There she worked 
with a community action program. 
In 1970 she returned again to Kansas 
City as the head of occupational therapy 
at St. Mary's Hospital. But her travels con­
tinued, and in 1979 she took a trip 
around the world. She had heard of an 
OT opening in Hong Kong; she applied, 
won the post, and moved there that year. 
Three years later, she moved to Brunei. 
It is, she says, "a very beautiful place," 
with many rivers, lakes, and spectacular 
heaches. The sultan is an enlightened 
ruler, "interested in improving the 
lot of his people," Gilkey 
ohserves. He has built roads, 
hospitals, and houses for 
the poor and is working 
to improve the nation's 
agricul ture. 
And in this country 
whose name means "abode 
of peace," Gilkey's work has 
heen infinitely rewarding. 
"People do appreciate it," she 
says with characteristic understate­
ment. liThe whole concept of volun­
teer work is new heIe"-so the volunteers 
who arrive from the United States and 
elsewhere to flesh out her skeletal staff 
make a profound impression. 
Gilkey has signed a contract to stay in 
Brunei until 2003. After that, who knows? 
This indefatigable traveler, who has been 
to Vietnam and the mysterious ruins of 
Cambodia's Angkor Wat, who has crossed 
both Siberia and Australia by train, who 
has seen Nepal, Bhutan, and Tibet, will 
not stop now. She's going to Singapore for 
a conference on autism and learning dis­
abilities. After Brunei, she muses, "I might 
go back to the Virgin Islands to do volun­
teer work." -­
Betsy Rogers is a free-lance writer based in Bellevi lle, 
Ill inois . 
"ry'"'
.I. he whole 
concept of volunteer 
work is new here"­
so the volll nteers 
who anive from the 
United Stares and 
elsewhere to flesh 
our Gilkey's skeletal 
staff make a pro­
found impression. 
Above. Her Royal Highness 
Pengiran Isteri Hajjah Mariam 
(right) takes a keen interest in 
Janey Gilkey's work, and she 
frequently visits the clinics. 
Top left Field trips to the 

Polo Club give children the 

opportunity to pet and ride 

ponies and horses. 
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From their "dramatic" beginnings, Gordon and Susie Philpott have lived a true 
tale of dedication-to each other, their children, and Washington University 
and its School of Medicine. 
nce upon a time, yet another Cinderella and 
Prince Charming met under unusual circum­
stances-this time in an eighth-grade Latin 
class production of Cinderella (pronounced 
Kin-derella)-at the John Burroughs School 
in St. Louis. 
They looked into each other's eyes and knew, 
"This is it." 
Gordon Philpott, M.D. '61 (now emeritus professor 
of surgery at the School of Medicine), says Susie Berger 
(now Philpott) was a talented Latin student and even 
now can recite her Cinderella lines without, Gordon 
claims, the least bit of encouragement. On the other 
hand, he admits he was chosen to play the Princeps 
because "no boys in the class could speak Latin at ali­
I was just the tallest." 
Though they dated seriously while at Burroughs, 
Susie and Gordon made a pact that when they went 
away to college (she to Wellesley, he to Yale), they would 
see other people. "It wasn't wonderful," Gordon says, 
"but it didn't last long. Maybe a couple of years." 
AFTER lliGH SCHOOL 
In Gordon's freshman year at Yale, the terra incognita 
(at least for him) of scientific research suddenly swam 
into view-to change his life forever. He got a job in 
the lab of his biology professor and (later) mentor, John 
Philip Trinkaus (father of WU Professor Erik Trinkaus, an 
internationally known expert on Neandertals). Gordon 
planned, maybe, to go into medicine, but the lab was 
a revelation to him. 
"I got to see the research side, the scientific side of 
things," he says. "I loved it! I always found it intellec­
tually more stimulating than anything else. It was proba­
bly the one place where you could actually ask questions 
and test hypotheses with good controls. You can't do 
that in clinical medicine. You have to accept some facts 
without adequate data and act on them, particularly as 
a surgeon. It was nice to be able to see both sides of it." 
For a while he even considered getting a Ph.D. and 
going into research full time. But he says, with utter 
candor, "I realized that I probably wasn't smart enough" to 
make a career of it. He also had looked forward with genuine 
pleasure to working with patients, so he concluded "that I 
was better suited to the clinical world." 
A PERFECT MATCH 
Because of his lab experience, he was careful when it came 
to choosing a medical school. In the fall of 1957, he was 
back home in St. LouiS and was a first-year medical student 
at the Washington University School of Medicine. 
Gordon says, "It was an exciting time. Washington 
University was expanding its horizons, and the medical 
school was always in line with that, always a step ahead. 
"It was a very research-oriented school, which was 
important to me, and it was very strong clinically. Yet basic 
, sciences were very strong-and have gotten stronger over 
the years. That balance, if you like, was the appeal for me. 
And it turned out to be the right choice for me." 
The quality of the medical school faculty and the School's 
Midwest setting impressed Gordon. "High-powered people in 
a low-key place," he says. "All of the clinical teachers I had 
were brilliant: Harvey Butcher, Gene Bricker, Walter Gallinger, 
Charlie Parker-people of that quality. I'm sure that's why I 
stayed at Washington University [in spite of tempting offers 
from other institutions!; I'm positive of that." 
The clinical professor who most influenced Gordon was 
the surgeon Carl Moyer. "I went into surgery because of 
Dr. Moyer," he says. "Nobody could make you think harder 
than Carl Moyer. He was extremely challenging, and he could 
stimulate in a way, for students especially, that wasn't threat­
ening. You knew you probably weren't going to know the 
answer anyway, but that he was going to continue to teach 
you until you learned something new. He was an important 
figure during our formative years of medical schooL" 
Susie and Gordon were married at the end of Gordon's 
first year of medical school, and Susie went to work in the 
anatomy department. There were few married couples in the 
Class of '61. The grind of medical school and specialty train­
ing could trample a marriage. Besides, there was an unwritten 
rule that if one chose a specialty with a long reSidency-for 
example, Gordon's choice, surgery, took a minimum of five 
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years-marriage, considered a diversion, was definitely out 
of the question. 
This was the '50s, after all, a time when residents often 
lived in the hospital, working 120-hour weeks for $35 a 
month. 
At the end of his second year of residency, Gordon took 
two years off to do research at the National 
Institutes of Health in Bethesda, Maryland. 
He enjoyed those two years, but perhaps 
Susie and toddler son .Matt enjoyed 
them even more. Susie says, 
"Gordon had what was basically 
a nine-to-five job; it was a 
nice break." 
Their second son, 
Tim (M.D. '96), was born 
after they returned to 
St. Louis and to Gordon's 
three remaining years of 
residency. 
She says, "Sometimes 
we didn't see Gordon 
(awake!) for days on 
end." (The Philpotts' 
daughter, Elizabeth, 
was born, post­
residency, in 1973.) 
As the children 
grew, Susie was 
involved in their 
schools and activities, 
organized sports teams 
.1 

(the classic soccer mom), 
academic world . That
and spent hours in her 	 " '~.~-' , 	 was very important. WeFord station wagon loaded feel very lucky, and I'm sure 
with kids. 
that's the reason that I feelLater, she became active, it's my time to pay back-to
and remains so, in civic and ,J~-f- ,

, I work on philanthropy ane! the
community affairs. 
At ''''ashington University, in 
addition to serving as a Women's 
Society board member for years, Susie 
helped foreign-born students, through 
Stix International House, to become profi­
cient in English and learn the ropes of living 
in America. She has made fast friendships along 
the way. 
RESEARCH: A CONTINUING 'fHREAD 
At the time of his retirement in 1999, Gordon was the 
Harry Edison Professor of Surgery and professor of radiol­
ogy at the School of Medicine, and bad served as surgeon­
in-chief at Jewish Hospital. 
But he had never given up research. Along with col­
league Judith M. Connett, research professor of surgery, 
and other WU scientists, Gordon has conducted extensive 
research in the diagnosis and treatment of colorectal 
,~-.." r 	 says, "Our circumstances 
11 ,:" ,:~"". " 	
were such that I could 
afford to stay in the,-.. l. 
cancer, and in the early detection of breast cancer. He played 
a key role in the establishment of the Breast Health Center 
at Barnes-jewish Hospital. 
AN ACT TO FOLLOW 
Gordon has also been active in WU alumni affairs 
and currently serves on the Alumni Board of 
Governors as the WU Annual Fund chair. 
He had always intended to undertake 
a second career upon retirement. He 
says, "It\ in the family, that's what 
my [lateJ fatber did lwho headed 

advertising at Ralston Purina 

for many yearsJ ." And this 

career-management of the 
Philpott family Foundation 
--came looking for him. 
The foundation is 
based on the estate of 
his mother, DrLle Wilson 
;~
.,\"l 	 Philpott, who died in 1,it 1997, but who had .~.1 	
already started an 
endowed scholarship at 
the School of Medicine 
for "a good student in 
need." Gordon is not 
sure this is actually his 
second career, but he 
Annual Fund." 
four decades later, Cinderella 
and the Princeps are Hving very hap­
pily ever after. 'rheir children are aLI 
married, and four grandchildren live in 
the St. Louis area . Susie and Gordon are world 
travelers. A dedicated fly fisherman, who tiesGordon, MD. '6/, and 
Susie Philpott with Yoda, his own flies, Gordon has fished (catching 
their Welsh corgi. and releasing) everywhere from the Amazon 
to Alaska's testy rivers. (Susie prefers the theater.) 
The couple has taken six cycling trips in Europe and 
plans many more. Gordon has been enthusiastically auditing 
art appreciation courses on the Hilltop (a seed planted by a 
young professor named Vince Scully, who taught YaJe's 
required art appreciation course). 
He also has taken up cooking. "I'm in heaven!" Susie says. 
And, oh yes, when Cinderella and the Prince look into eadl 
other's eyes, they still know "this is it." ® 
-M.M. Costantin 
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Awards Ceremonies Honor 
Business, Engineering, and > 
Architecture Alumni and Friends 
• The John M. Olin School of 
Business held its Distinguished 
Alumni Awards Dinner on April 17 
at the Ritz-Carlton, St. Louis. 
Distinguished Business Alumni 
Award recipients intluded: 
William W. Canfield, 
M.B.A. '62, president and 
chief executive officer, TALX 
Corporation-a $42 million 
application service company, 
based in St. Louis, that pro­
vides human resource and 
employee self-service solu­
tions for about one-fourth 
of the nation's work force. 
John F. Danahy, E.M.B .A. 
'85, chairman, the Famous­
Barr Company-the st. Louis­
based division of The May 
Department Stores Company 
with 43 stores in seven states 
and annual sales of $1.3 bil­
lion- and a member of Olin's 
inaugural EMBA class. 
Alvin Goldfarb, Class of 
'37, preSident, Worths Stores 
Corporation; a founding 
sponsor of the Scholars in 
Business Program; and gener­
ous donor of many named 
gifts to WU, including Alvin 
Goldfarb Hall, home of the 
George Warren Brown School 
of Social Work. 
Cuba Wadlington, Jr., 
B.S. ' 72, president and chief 
executive officer, Williams 
Gas Pipeline-the nation's 
largest transporter of natural 
gas, serving more than 48 
million residential, commer­
cial, and industrial natural 
gas users in the United States. 
The Dean's Medal was 
awarded to the John M. OUn 
Foundation, Inc., for its 
exceptional dedication and 
service to the School of 
Business. Through its 1987 
challenge grant of $15 mil­
lion, the foundation not only 
gave the business school its 
name, but also allowed the 
School to move into the top 
ranks of business schools 
worldwide. 
• The School of Engineering & 
Applied Science held its Alumni 
Achievement Awards Dinner 
on April 18 at the Ritz-Carlton, 
St. louis. 
Receiving Alumni Achievement 
Awards were: 
Lilia A. Abron, M.S. '68 
(environmental engineering 
and sanitary engineering), 
founder, president, and 
chief executive officer, 
PEER Consultant, P.c., an 
environmental engineering 
consulting firm; PEER 
Environmental and 
Occupational Medicine 
Services; and PEER Africa, 
an architectural/engineering 
firm in Johannesburg that 
has built the first home in a 
black township that is both 
energy-efficient and the 
largest affordable home ever 
built for South Africa's poor. 
C. Baker Cunningham, 
B.S. '64 (civil engineering), 
chairman, preSident, and 
chief executive officer of 
Belden Inc.-a leading global 
supplier of specialty wire 
and cable for the electronics 
and communications indus­
tries, with annual revenues 
of more than $1 billion. 
Donald F. Essen, B.S. 
'43 (mechanical engineer­
ing), retired general manager 
and president of Don Essen 
Chevrolet, St. Louis; former 
chair, St. Louis County 
Planning and Zoning 
Commission and its study 
committee whose report 
became the basis for the 
city of Wildwood. 
John M. Morgan, 
B.S. '52 (civil engineering), 
chairman, Subsurface 
Constructors, St. Louis-a 
recognized leader in the 
foundation industry, com­
pleting approximately 200 
projects per year, with recent 
projects that include the law 
school's Anheuser-Busch Hall 
and the social work school 's 
Ken Burns (center), one of the most 
acclaimed chroniclers of 
the American experience, 
previewed JAZZ, his 10­
part documentary on the 
history of jazz, at an 
Assembly Series lecture in 
December. At a reception 
for members of the Eliot 
Society, preceding the 
Alvin Goldfarb Hall, both 
on the Hilltop Campus. 
Robert E. Myers, 
B.S. '52 (civil engineering), 
first Missouri state surveyor; 
primary author, Missouri 
lvfininllll11 Standards for Property 
Boundary Surveys, llsed in 
numerous other states as the 
modern-day standard for sur­
veys; and member, Missouri 
Boundary Commission that 
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The Young Alumni Award 
recipient was: 
Dinesh S. Bhatia, B.S. '90 
(computer science), B.S. '90 
(electrical engineering), co­
founder and chief executive 
officer of EdgeMatrix-a 
pioneering innovator in 
infostructure technology 
products that facilitate 
multi-channel communica­
tion, enabling businesses to 
reach a multifaceted array of 
new media arenas including 
the Internet, wireless, and 
emerging media spaces. 
Presented with the Dean's 
Award was: 
Gene K. Beare, B.S. '37 
Design, Architecture, Art, and 
Planning, whose work has 
been extensively published 
and exhibited. 
Karl A. Grice, AlA, A.B. 
'74, NI.Arch. '76, M.S.W. '76, 
chair, Planning Commission, 
Ci ty of St. Louis; board mem­
ber, Landmarks Association 
of St. Louis, Inc., whose prac­
tice reflects his belief that 
the fusion of architecture 
and social work is essential 
to the design process. 
Christopher A. Grubbs, 
A.B. '72, M.Arch. '74, known 
internationallv for his archi­
tectural illustriltion on 
projects such as the redevel­
opment of Pennsylvania 
Avenue in Washington, D.C.; 
master plans for Hanoi and 
Saigon South; and the 2000 
Sydney Olympics Public 
Domain master pLan. 
Earle G. Hamilton, Jr., 
FAIA, B.Arch. '43, founder 
of Harrell & Hamilton, now 
known as Omniplan, Inc., 
in Dallas, who has served as 
president of the AlA Dallas 
Chapter and of the National 
Council of Architectural 
Registration Boards. 
W. Stephen Saunders, 
AlA, A.B. ' 72, noted land­
scape photographer; princi­
pal, Eckenhoff Saunders 
Architects, Chicago (co­
founded in 1983 wi th fellow 
graduate Walter Eckenhoff, 
A.B. '72, M.Arch. ' 75), one 
of the most successful mid­
sized firms in the Midwest, 
having completed more than 
100 new buildings and 50 
renovations. 
Recipient of the Young Alumni 
Award was: 
Elva Rubio, ~vI.Arch. '92, 
senior vice president, 
lSI/Epstein and Sons, 
Chicago; partner, Rubio/ 
Durham Architects, SLLouis 
and Chicago, which has 
received AlA awards in 
Illinois and Missouri and 
is a finalist in the Grand 
Center Housing Competition 
in St. Louis. 
VOLTAIRE SAID, ~ LOVE TRUTH 
BUT PARDON ERROR." 
The editors of the 1999-2000 
Washington University 
Honor Roll of Donors from 
the Office of Alumni and 
Development hope that the 
following alumni and friends 
are big fans of Voltaire and 
will forgive the mangling of 
their names. 
JoAnne levy, A.B. '83, 
J.D. '86, M.B.A. '99, and her 
husband, Jim Thomeczek, 
should have been listed 
together, rather than sepa­
rately, in the 1999-2000 
Honor Roll of Donors as well 
as in the 1999-2000 Eliot 
Society Honor Roll. 
Mrs. Michel Masson, B.S .O.T. 
'55, should have been listed 
as Mrs. Maureen Masson, 
the name by which she is 
known professiona lIy. 
Diane MuHirl, A.M. '89, 
Ph.D. '99, and 'David 
Wulfman, A.B. '85, M.Arch. 
'89, should have been listed 
together, rather than sepa­
rately. 
(mechanical engineering), in 
recognition of his ingenuity 
and initiative to grow com­
panies and expand their 
markets for the advance­
ment of the telecommunica­
tions, electronics, and aero­
space industry, and for his 
many contributions to the 
School of Engineering & 
Applied Science. 
• The School of Architecture 
presented its 2001 Distinguished 
Alumni Awards on April 20 in 
Holmes Lounge on the Hilltop 
Campus. 
Honored were: 
Terry L. Brown, M.Arch. 
'79, principal, Terry Brown 
Architect, Cincinnati, and 
adjunct associate professor 
of architecture and interior 
design at the University of 
Cincinnati College of 
he 2001 William Greenleaf Eliot Society "Search" 
Award was presented to Robert l. Virgil (right), 
former dean of the Olin School of Business and 
executive vice chancellor for university relations, at the 
Society's 34th annual dinner, held on April 4, 2001. 
Historian Doris Kearns Goodwin (left), winner of the 
1995 Pulitzer Prize for No Ordinary Time: Franklin and 
Eleanor Roosevelt and a regular on PBS' The News Hour 
with Jim Lehrer, was the evening's guest speaker. 
Virgil retired from Washington University in 1993 to 
become a general principal at Edward Jones, though he 
recently has been appointed to chair t he Washington 
University Sesquicentennial Commission. He will lead the celebration of the University's 150th anniver­
sary in 2003-{)4. Over 40 years, Virgil also served as a professor and as chairman of numerous campus 
committees. 
In presenting Virgil with the award, James V. O'Donnell, the Society's president, praised Virgil's 
lifetime of dist inguished service to the University. Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton said, "Bob Virgil's 
leadership. academic distinction, business acumen, and dedication have helped advance Washington 
University to the internationally acclaimed teaching and research institution it is today." 
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MAT E S 
We want to hear about recent promotions, honors, appointments, 
travels, marriages (please report 
marriages after the fact), and 
births so we can keep your class­
mates informed about important 
changes in your lives. 
ALUMNI CODES 
AR Arch itecture GL Grad. Law 
Please send news (see form) to: 
ClassMates 
Washington University 
in St. Louis 
Campus Box 1086 
7509 Forsyth Blvd. 
St. Lou is, MO 63105-2103 
Fax 314-935-8533 
E-mail classmates@aismail.wustl.edu 
Entries will appear. as space permits, 
in the earliest possible issue, based 
on the order received. 
MT Manual Training 
BU Business GM Grad. Medicine NU Nursing 
DE Dentistry GN Grad. Nursing OT Occupa. Therapy 
EN Engineering GR Grad. Arts &Sciences PT Physical Therapy 
FA Fine Arts HA Health Care Admin . SI Sever Institute 
GA Grad. Architecture HS House Staff SU Sever Inst. Undergrad. 
GB Grad. Business LA Arts &Sciences SW Social Work 
GD Grad. Dentistry LW Law 
GF Grad. Fine Arts MD Medicine 
William Webster, LW 49, 
received the 2001 Justice Award 
from the American Judica ture 
Society (1\IS). The society's highest 
distinction, the award recognizes 
a life time of ded ica tion to the 
improvemen l o f the administration 
of justice at the na tiona l level. 
Walter H. Lundt, LA 52, GR 56, 
was inducted into the Missouri 
Wate r 1'0 10 I-Ia ll of Fame as player, 
coach , and con tri bu tor, on :--Iov. 18, 
2000. He created St. Louis high 
school wate r po lo in 1959 and 
coachecl Clayton I-ligh to state 
championships 10 times from 
] 959-1974. 
Patricia Dubose Duncan, 
FA 54, is being ho nored by a SO-year 
retrospective exh ibit o f her paint­
ing, drawing, and pho tography at 
the Ueach Museum at Kansas State 
Universi ty, Manhattan, Kan . 
Sylvia D. Mooney, fA 58, 
earned an MA degree in sculpture 
from en tral lvlissouri State Un iver­
sity, Warrensburg, Mo., in 1999. She 
taught scul p ture a t Maple Woods 
Communi ty Coll ege, Kansas City, 
1'0'[0., in fall 1999, and in 2000, she 
taught fu ndamentals o f drawi ng 
and art at Longview Community 
College, Lee's Summit, Mo., where 
she now teaches figure drawing. 
Glen E. Stuckel, EN 60, a hOlTle 
builder and remodeler in Louisvill e, 
Ky. , has received the 2000 Presi-
TI Tech. & Info. Mgmt. 
UC University College 
dents Awa rd in the ca tegory of Uest 
Basemen t Fini sh from the Home 
Builders Association of Kentucky. 
Archie Bankston, LW 62, 
GB 64, secretary and gene.ral coun­
se l of Consolidated Edison Co. of 
New York, has been awarded 
the Uracebridge H. Young Distin­
guished Service Award by the Ameri­
can Society o f Corporate Secre taries 
(ASCS). The award, given to a soci­
ety membe r, is ASCS' highest honor 
and has been awarded only nine 
tim es since the association's found­
ing in 1946. 
George E. Hayward, Gil. 62, 
has retired in Abingdon, Va ., after 
a 40-year ca reer in college admis­
sions and development and private 
fund-raiSing consulting. Pos itions 
he ld include directo r o f adm issions 
a t Johns liopkins Universi ty, 
Baltimore, lv[d.: direc tor o f develop­
ment at the University of Houston , 
Houston, Texas; vice president of 
WaShington College, Chestertown, 
Md .; and vice president o f J. Dono­
van Associa tes, Salem, Mass. 
Pat.ricia Gregory Ceresoli, 0 '1' 
63 , is in private practice in pedia tri c 
menta l hea lth in Peoria, III. She 
specia lizes in sexual-abuse counsel­
ing and crisis intervent ion. 
Gail Buchanan Delente, 
G il. 63, Gil. 66, was awarded the 
Cheva li e r dam l'Ordre des Arts e t 
des L<" ttres (Knight in the Order of 
Arts and Letters) from the French 
Embassy. The installation ceremony 
took place at the National Arts Club 
o n Oct. 6, 2000, in New York City. 
Margaret "Peggy" Kerwin 
Morrow, BU 63, il nationally 
known customer service consultant , 
was named a "content expert" in 
the area o f customer service for 
/IICCOI1l. Her article "Eight Keys to 
C reating il Customer Service Cul­
ture, " excerpted frolll he r book 
e llS/OIlier Service: T ile K(')' to \'iJllf 
C()/lIpe/itil'C f rise, was votee! the 
fourth most popular in a recent 
readeJ survey. 
Malloll Cleary, FA 64, had a 
so lo exhibition at Pass Ga llery in 
Washington, D.C., in October 20()O. 
She was awarded an individual art ist 
grant by a D.C. co lllmission on the 
arts and humanit ies. She a lso was 
part o f a group exhibition , Ulle/er the 
llltluellce: MOlloll Clew), awlNer 
Stlle/ell/s, a 30-\'I'or Retrospecti ve. In 
2000-200 I she curated an ex h ibi­
ti on o n Fe lix Angel and won a 
Univers ity of D.C. PreS ident's 
l'v[eda llio n fo r faculty. 
LeonardJ. Frankel, I.W 6S, 
received the 2()OO Distinguished 
Service Award from the 5t. Louis 
County Bar Associa tion. Also, he 
was appointed to erve on the U.S. 
District Court Alternative Dispute 
Reso lutio n Advisory Committee, 
and, for the spring 2001 semt'ster, 
he is teaching alterna ti ve d ispute 
resolution as an ad junct professor 
fo r Washington University's School 
of Law. 
Fred T. Kirchner, UC 6S, has 
re!.iree! and volunteers at a hospital. 
He has six grand kids. 
Neal Rubin, BU 65, formed 
Principle Systems Consulting in 
April 2()()O. It is an info rma ti on 
technology consulting finn dedi­
cated to high quality a t a ruasonable 
price. 
Patricia Westheimer, LA 65, 
lives in Portuga l. where she works 
as a professor and journa li st. 
Joel Honigballm, UC 66, 
fo rmed Honigbaum &: Associates, 
an [ndianapo lis-based consulting 
praclice fOl'llsed on he lping clients 
respond to governmental rC4uest~ 
for propos<lls and ~trategi ca ll y 
ana lyze new business opportu niti es 
in the hea lth-ca re en viro nmen t. 
Rehred from Anthem (I3C I3S Ind i­
ana) afte r 25 years o f sefl'ice, he is 
servi ng stat e and loca l government 
agenCies as well as federal agencies 
such as CHAMPUS. Web site: 
wII'w.rfl)writing.com. 
Janet Phillips Sharma, LA 66, 
is chair o f the Volun tee r Center 
Nation al Netwo rk Cuuncil, which, 
in pa rtnership with the POints of 
Light Foundation, leads the efforts 
o f 500 voluntee r cen te rs across the 
country to engage people effec tively 
in volunteer ~erviCl' to meet com­
munity needs. She has been execu­
ti ve direct-or o f the Volunteer Center 
of Bergen County, N.j., one of the 
largest c('nte rs in th~' eastern Un ited 
States, since 1993. 
PallIa A. Asinof, LA 6H, has 
jo ined the Tricom Group- -an exceu­
hve search firm for the high-tech 
industry- as a princi pal in the firm's 
new Da ll as office. 
RobertJ. Messey, BU 68, is now 
senio r vice pres ident and chief 
financial office r o f Arch Coal, [nc., 
the second-largest coa l company in 
the United Sta tes . Previously, he was 
vice preS ident-finance for jacobs 
Engineering. 
HailS Hecker, LA 69, Gi\ 71, 
jo ined Fo rum Studio SI. Louis- a 
full- serv ice architecture, engineer­
ing, and planning collaborative­
as a principal. 
I s 
John Grew-Sberidan, LA 70, 
designed the se rvice a ltar for Grace 
Cathedral in San Franci sco in mem­
o ry o f his late wife, Carolyn Grew­
Sberidan, LA 69. The altar was 
dedicated 'ov. 30, 2000. 
Ralldy Halllliler, LA 70, GR 75, 
a psycho logist and certified sex 
therapist, is in private practice, 
specia li zing in relationships. He 
and hi s fiancee li ve part time in 
St. Louis ilnd part time in Destin , 
Fla. He has two daughters: Alison 
is a senior advertising major at the 
University o f l'Iorida-Ca inesville, 
and Eli zabe th is a junior, majoring 
in communica tions at Miami Un i­
versity in Oxford, Ohio. 
Mary C. "Mikkin Brewster, 
5 71, was appointed by Missouri 
Altorney General Ja y Nixo n as one 
of 15 fOLlnding member, of th~ 
Missouri Founda tion fo r Health, the 
state's newes t ami la rgest health-care 
philanthropy. Each year, the foun­
dation is expected to distribute at 
least 5 percent of its assets to acidneSS 
unmet hea lth needs of poor and 
underserved populations in a se rvice 
area that includes St . Louis and 85 
counties in eastern, central, and 
southwestern l...li ssouri. 
Thomas G. -Lewin, I.W 72, 
was li sted in the 2000--01 ed ition 
of /Jest Lawyers ill AlIlerica in the area 
of co rporate law. He is a member 
o f Ga llo p, jo hnson &: Neuman. 
Doug Shine, SW 72, was 
feat ured as an expert panelist on 
a family violence segment o n 
PrillleTilllf' in November 2000. 
Todd Meier, LA 73, sold hi s 
re ta il automobile businesses in 
'ovember 199H and started his own 
venture capital business with acqui­
Sitio ns in techno logy, telecom, 
banking, and Internet companies. 
He also purchased a home in Utah , 
where he spends 60 to 90 days per 
yea r with his family. 
T1lOmas \V. Simon, GR 73, 
teaches philosophy at Illino is 
State University and practices law. 
He recen tl y published Law iIIul 
Philosophy (N[cGraw Hill ), and in 
1999 he was a Fulbright lecturer. 
He serves on the law 'faculty of the 
Unive rsity of Ljubljana, Slovenia: is 
a consultant for the United Na tions 
Working Group 011 Minorities, in 
Geneva;' ami is part of the Cen tral 
and Eastern European law Initiative 
of the American Uar Association. 
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jim Harlan, EN 74, continues 
work on iI natural gas storage 
development company after return­
ing frolll 14 years in Indonesia . 
Lane Gustafson Devereux, 
GR 75, wrote a fu ll-length play, Like 
Fisll SWillllllilig nuvlIgli Ruck, which 
was chosen as one of six plays in 
the ninth annual )lew Play Reading 
Series at the Country Playhouse in 
Houston, held ,,'larch 25. He devel­
oped this play last year as a mem­
ber of Edward Albee's playwriting 
class at the Univers ity of Houston. 
Eugene V. Nolfi, jr., LA 75, 
retired from the U.S. Navv on 
S,-,pt. 1,2000, at the rank'of captain 
ilfter 20 yea rs in t'he Dental Corps. 
He is enrolled in a two-year peeli­
atric dentistry residency program 
at ivfedical COllege of Virginia, 
Virginia Commonwealth Uniwr­
sity in Ridlmond. Gene anel his 
wife, Linnea, celebrated their 20th 
wedding anniversary on May 25, 
2000, and have three sons, jamcs, 
17, Domenick, U, and Trey, 12. 
Meg Errichetti Helms, GIl 76, 
rE'cen tly ceJebraled her 20th 
anniversary WitJl johnson &: john­
son. Ln April 2000 she moved to a 
new position as direc tor of new 
business development worldwide 
for Gynecare, the women's health 
division of Ethicon, Inc. j\'leg's 
ch ildren-julia, 12, and Alexander, 
lO-are doing well. If any class­
mates plan travel close to Prince­
ton, N.]., she says, "Give me a call!" 
[-mail: mhelmsZlii.rthus.jnj.com. 
Ronald W. Leong, LA 76, MD 
81, has been promoted to assistan t 
vice president for global safety 
surveillance and epidem iology 
for Wveth-Averst Hcsearch. 
Ken Cooper, LA 77, is the new 
national edito r at the Rosloll Globe. 
Wendy Geringer, [A 77, is 
executive director of the New York 
Cancer Project, t.he largest epidemi­
ological study eVE'r undertaken to 
examine the interaction of genetiCS, 
lifesty le, and environment in the 
development of cancer. She works 
in 1\ew York City and lives with 
h er husband and two sons in 
Croton-on-Hudson, 1\. Y. E-mail: 
geri nger\pa mdec.org. 
Wendy C. Morris, LA 77, and 
Ned Rousmaniere write that 24 
years after meeting in Wahl Center 
Cafeteria, the)1 gave birth to a baby 
girl, Isabel Lee Morris Housmaniere. 
Wendy also has been designing 
public art events in conjunction 
with the viSit of His Holiness, the 
Dalai Lama, to Minneapolis in 
\olav 2001. Ned works for the State 
of :Vlinnesota Employee Assistance 
Program. 
Arthur Hofstetter, LA 78, 
was named executive director and 
Iwad of the Chicago office of 
UI3S/Warburg's equity capital 
markets division. 
Dean Stein, LA 78, moved 
from New York Ci t y to Dutchess 
County, N.Y., where he became 
deputy executive director o f til 
Dyson Fo undation in Millbrook, 
N.Y. 
jim Talent, LA 78, fo rmer 
U.S. Representative from Missouri, 
became \NaSh ington University's 
first Hobert S. Brookings fe llow in 
january. The feLlowship coulellast 
up to two years, during which 
time he will teach courses in 
political science. 
Will Brown, GB 79, joined as 
partner the Sacramento, Calif., 
publiC affairs consulting firm of 
Lang, Hansen, O'\Olalley and 
Miller, spedalizing in political 
st rate!,,,)', legi.slative and regulatory 
advocacy, and government and 
public affa irs management. He 
works on clients' behalf through­
out the Western states. 
Laura Schweitzer, GR 79, is 
now dean of the School of Allied 
Health Sciences at the University 
of Louisville, Kv. 
Roger j. Shields, TI 79, was 
appointed city administrator for 
the city of Fenton, Mo. 
Beth S. Slavet, LW 79, was 
named chai rman of the Merit 
Systems Protect'ion Board in 
December 2000 iJy then-Presiden t 
l3ill Clinton. 
:H· s 
Cordell Bullis, HA HI, retired 
frolll the Medical Service Corps of 
the J\ir Force in December 1997. 
For the past three years he has 
been a senior systems analyst for 
the TIHCARF Management Activ­
i.ty, a contract position with ACS 
Government Solutions group. On 
Aug. 14,2001, he and h"is wife, 
Carolynn, will celeiJrate their 30th 
wedding anniversary. They are the 
proud grandparents of one grand­
child, who is 4. 
janet Dodrill, FA 81, has 
joined the Cleveland Institute of 
Art as director of Web services. In 
this new staff position, she is 
responsible for the redesign and 
m<lintenance of the institute's 
Web si te. She resides in Shaker 
Heights, Ohio. 
April D. Nauman, LA 81, 
published her first novel, Score/I, 
in April 2001. The novel is a socio­
political satire set in a slightly 
futurist-ic America governed by 
three huge conglomerates. (Look 
for it on amazon.com.) Over the 
years she has published .short 
stories in severa l Ii terary journals. 
She is an assistant professor of 
education at Northeastem lI!.inois 
University in Chicago, working 
to improve literacy instruction 
in urban schools. She lives in Oak 
Park with her 7-year-old daughter, 
Maggie. She would love to hear 
from old friends' F.-mail: 
adnaumanli!'aol.com. 
In 2003-04, Washington University will celebrate its 150th anniversary. Helping set the stage for this special occasion, the magazine will feature 
"glimpses" of past faculty and their research, 
students, and special events. Above: Thirty years 
ago, in the summer of 1971, hundreds of members 
of the University community gathered in the Quad 
to honor Professor Emeritus Burton M. Wheeler, 
who at the time was dean of the College of Arts & 
Sciences. Planned by students and faculty of the 
College, "Happy Burt Wheeler Day" included 
speeches, volleyball and softball games, tug-of-war 
contests, and a dinner in the dean's honor. 
jennifer Goldberg Low, LA 
82, says, "Life continues in St. 
Louis. I am associate general coun­
seJ at Express Scripts, Inc., and my 
husband, Dan, is doing research in 
medical physics at Washington 
University's School of Medicine. 
Daughter, Hannah, is thrilled with 
the arrival of our puppy-Kasha." 
jerry Kurlandski, L.A 83, spent 
12 years teaching tJl e I nglish 
language in Morocco, Portugal , 
Great Britain, and the )lew York 
City area. [n 1994, he married 
Lactitia Ca iroli, and they have two 
child ren, Sophia and Luke . .Jerry 
gave up teaching to enter the 
computer industry in 1997. He is 
now a software engineer at Lucent 
Technologies in VVhippany, N.]. 
E-maiJ : j ku rlandski«!:h.otmail.com. 
Kathy A. Plurad, IYJ' 83, says 
she and he.r husband, Santiago A. 
Boye Plurad,jr., LA 82, are "busy 
with four kids. flo is a pediatrician 
in 51. Louis City, and I am looking 
forward to lIsing m)' P.T. degree in 
the nea r future." 
Renee (Speck) Luba, LA 84, 
has four children: Adam, 9, RaehC'!, 
8, .lake, 7, and Joey, S. She has a full­
time cosmetiC dentistry practice in 
Monterey, Calif. Hcr husband, Dan 
Luba, a gastroenterologist, also 
practices in Monterey. 
Craig Powers, LA 84, is the 
new director for grassroo ts advocacy 
for Amnesty International USA, 
coorclinating and directing mem­
berShip lobbying of Congress o n 
human rights issues. Previously he 
spent 12 years as national security 
adviser to U.S. Rep. ConnJe 
Morella, specializing in human 
rights and U.S. policy in Centra l 
America. He lives in Bethesda, Md. 
E-mail : cpowers@aiusa.org. 
Mohsen Sohi, 51 84, 51 89, will 
handle KCR Corp.'s retail businesses 
in Atlanta. Mohsen 's previously 
worked for AlliedSignal and its new 
owner, Iloneywell, for 14 years. 
Liana Toscanini, LA 84, mar­
ried Richard ~\'1igo t in September 
1993, and the\, reside in New York. 
Pete Woods, LW 84, is t.he 
managing partner of Haar &. 
Woods, a commercial litigation firm 
in 51. Louis. He con ti n ues as chair­
man of ReconCilers, a ministrv 
devoted to racial reconciliation in 
the 51. Louis metro area . In January 
2001, he became the chairman of 
the Eleler l30ard at Cornerstone 
Evangeli cal Free Church of Webster 
Groves, 'vlo. 
Susan (Golier) Wright, GI3 
84, was promoted in August to 
vice president and CIO of Faulding 
Pharmaceuticals, a g.lobal pharma­
ceuticals company based ill New 
j ersev. In November, her husband 
of 1 i years, Timoth)1 Wright, elied 
after a protracted struggle with 
cancer. "My company was amaZing 
in giving me the. time that I neecled 
to carl' for Tim and keep him 
home, where he died. I knew Tim 
for 25 warS' all mv 'bests' werc 
with him, a'mll I~i ss him so much." 
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Gary Ahrens, EN 85, was 
named managing director in charge 
of the Dayton, Ohio, office and 
national account manager for the 
U.S. Air Force for KPMG Consulting. 

Gary has one son, Dean, 5. 

[ -mail: gahrens@..kpmg.com. 

Lawrence Duffy, DE 85, of 
Orlando, Fla., became an associate 
fellow of the American Academy 
of Implant Dentistry. 
Mark Feltenstein, EN 85, has 
worked for Shell Chem ical Co. since 
graduation. He recently was trans­
ferred to London, England, for a 
three-year assignment. He and his 
wife, jane, are looking forward to 
traveling and playing golf in 
Europe. 
Jon Herz, LA 85, and Malia 
Herz expected their first child in 
April 200 1. 
Janet Dinger Lawlor, PT 85, 
says she cherishes her education at 
Washington University. 
Mary Ann Morrow, GB 85, 
was appointed executive vice presi­
dent of Nurse Partners, a division of 
Health Partners America, Chicago, 
rIl., as of October 2000. 
James M. Anderson, E.N 86, 
SI 91, and his wife, Lori, welcomed 
thei r second child, Nicholas jacob, 
into their family on Nov. 20, 2000. 
They reside in Richardson, Texas, 
where jim is a senior product man­
ager for a telecom start-up firm, 
Santera Systems. E-mail: jim. 
anderso n@santera.com. 
Lisa Boguslaw, LA 86, and 
her husband, Seth Holtzman, 
have a daughter, Ava Rebekah, 
born july 19, 2000. They live in 
Salisbury, N.C. 
Margaret Reyes Dempsey, 
LA 86, and Daniel Dempsey 
announce the birth of their son, 
Jon Carlisle, born Nov. 4,1999. 
"Okay, okay, so he's already more 
than a year old. We've been catch­
ing up on our sleep! I'd love to 
hear from fellow classmates." 
E-mail: mardempsey(.ij)aol.com. 
Andy Judson, BU 86, and 
Ellen judson are pleased to 
announce the birth of their third 
child, Rachel Jenna, on Nov. 2, 
2000. She is welcomed by big 
brothers Michael, S, and Eric, 2. 
Andy is a vice president/manage­
ment supervisor at QIM Marketing 
in Princeton, N.]. 
Brian Kanter, EN 86, and 
Dianna Kanter welcomed their 
daughter, Lauren Paige Kanter, 
born june 22, 2000. Brian was 
named the leader of Deloitte 
Consulting's aerospace and 
defense practice in the Americas. 
R. Leslie Limbaugh, LA 86, 
began it new job with Cooperative 
Baptist Fellowship of Missouri. 
Al.ong with promoting this organi­
zation in metropolitan St. Louis 
and eastern MiS8ouri, nearly half 
his time will be spent serving as 
Baptist campus minister at 
WaShington University. He is 
excited about increased opportu­
nities in the UniverSity commu­
nity as well as helping churches 
rediscover whar it means to be 
Baptist. 
Penelope H. Barber, LW 87, 
and husband, Howard S. Bell, 
announced the birth of their 
daughter, Rachel Beverly, on Oct. 2, 
1997. Rachel joins brother, David, 
bo rn on Oct. 13, 1994. 
Robert Berlin, LW 87, was 
appointed the First Assistant State's 
Attomey in Kane County, III. He 
will be managing an office of 55 
prosecutors. This position comes 
after 13 years as a Cook County, 
III., prosecutor. Robert lives in 
Chicago with his wife and two 
daughters. 
Michael R. King, LA 87, and 
Melissa welcomed into the world 
their first offspring, Lillian jes­
samine King, on Aug. 11 , 2000. 
Chris Bercaw, BU 88, was 
made a partner in the Dorsey & 
Whitney law firm. He and his wife, 
Mary McKelvey, reside in Brussels, 
Belgium, where Chris practices 
international business law and 
Mary teaches English. They expect 
to move back to Minneapolis in 
summer 2002. E-mail: 
bercaw.chris@dorseylaw.com. 
Maureen Ryan, LA 88, mar­
ried an Englishman, David Swain­
son, on April 29, 2000. She's an 
entertainment editor at the Chicago 
Tribllne, and Dave's a vice president 
at Northern Trust Bank. They 
moved from the north side of 
Chicago to the western suburbs, 
where Dave is learning all about 
the fine arts of snow shoveling 
and lawn maintenance. E-mail: 
moryan@t"ribune. com. 
lloyd R. Schneider, GB 88, 
became a partner in the law firm 
of Bryan Cave in St. Louis. 
Daniel J. Sherman, LW 88, 
was promoted to senior vice presi­
dent at Salomon Smith Barney, 
effective April 1,2001, and made 
managing partner of the Sherman 
Group, a partnership of Salomon 
Smith Barney Financial Consul­
tants with more than $1.2 biJJion 
under management. 
Lourdes Vega-Garcia, BU 88, 
has moved again, this time to the 
Tampa Bay area. 
Lori Bohrer, BU 89, and 
Scott Bohrer, BU 89, have a son, 
Mitchell lan, born April 7, 2000. 
He joins big brother, jason, S, 
and big sister, Jami, 3. E-mail: 
LoriBohrer@aol.com. 
Ben Klayman, LA 89, moved 
to Chicago. Still a correspondent 
with Reuters news service, Ben now 
covers telecommunications equip­
ment firms, including Motorola, 
Cisco, and Lucent. Ben previously 
covered the automotive industry in 
Detroit. E-mail: benjamin.klayman 
@reuters.com. 
David A. Levine, LA 89, and 
wife, Sue, welcomed son, Matthew 
Ari, in May 2000. David is a partner 
with Brauisimo Foods, a wholesale 
food producer for supermarkets 
and restaurants. 
Michael Weinstein, BU 89, 
and Suzanne Osborn Wein­
stein, BU 90, are pleased to 
announce the birth of their son, 
Thomas Osbom Weinstein. 
Tommy was born April S, 2000, 
weighing 8 Ibs., 1 oz. The family 
lives in Arlington Heights, III. 
Michael is the president of Systems 
Technology Group, an information 
systems consulting firm and hold­
ing company with offices in 
Chicago and Chennai, India. Sue 
is communications manager at 
National-Louis University in 
ChIcago. E-mail: mweinst@home. 
com and suey68@home.com. 
David W. Braswell, UC 90, UC 
92, was elected to partnership at 
the law firm of Armstrong Teasdale. 
David S. Brink, LA 90, was 
appointed assistant professor of 
pathology with Saint Louis Univer­
sity School of Medicine. He works 
at Cardinal Glennon Children 's 
Hospital and maintains an active 
interest in performing arts. 
Michelle (Topper) Brodsky, 
BU 90, and NeiJ Brodsky, LA 91, 
welcomed the addition of their 
son, Matthew Noah, born Dec. 30, 
2000. In September 2000, they 
moved into a new house in Toms 
. River, N.]. Neil is practicing internal 
mediCine in jackson, N.j. Michelle, 
prior to taki ng maternity leave, was 
working for Merck and Co. as a 
senior hospital products speCialist. 
Leslie Michelson Cohen, BU 
90, and her husband, Steve, had a 
baby boy, Ethan Harri s, on Nov. 23, 
2000. Ethan joins big sister, Sydney, 




Dawn (Keck) Gilman, LA 90, 
writes: "After being married for a 
year, james and I had our wedding 
in May 2000 with aJJ our family 
and friends. We are living in Jack­
sonville, Fla." 
Gillian Harper Ice, LA 90, 
completed a Ph.D. in anthropology 
and married Brian Ice in 1998. She 
also completed a NationaJ Institute 
on Aging fellowship at the Univer­
sity of Minnesota. She is an assis­
tant professor at Ohio University 
College of Osteopathic Medicine, 
and she has been funded by the 
Alzheimer's Association to study 
stress in people with dementia. 
K.S. Lee, EN YO, SI 91, is 

president and CEO of ECommerce 

Institute Asia and managing 

director of Science & Technology 

Education & Consulting, based in 

Singapore and Malaysia with 

business activities in more than 10 
major cities in Asia. The former is 
a joint venture with [Commerce 
Institute, based in California, and 
focuses on e-commerce education 
and conSUlting, while the latter 
focuses on high-tech sectors includ­
ing, in particular, life sciences and 
e-learning education and consult­
ing services. E-mail: kink@ 
ecinstitute.com. 
Sandra Lin, LA 90, and her 
husband, Jose Parra, are proud 
parents of twins, jac.kson and Max, 
born Sept. 16, 2000. They moved to 
Springfield, III., where Sandra is 
assistant professor of o to laryngol­
ogy at Southern Illinois University 
Medical School. 
Matthew Sher, LA 90, and his 
Wife, Elizabeth, welcome their new 
son, Daniel Avery, born July 29, 
2000. Matt works as a risk manager 
for a Wall Street trading firm. 
E-mail: mdsherurbellatlantic.net. 
Lori Diamond, LA 91, is living 
in New York City and joined Aveda 
as director of global communica­
tions. She previously worked 2-1/2 
years in the international division 
of Estee Lauder, Aveda 's parent 
company. 
Phillip Gall, BU 91, was 
appointed partner in the New York 
law firm of Kronish Lieb Weiner & 
Hellman. 
Beth Joy Goldstein, f-A 91 , 
married Drew Frady on May 7, 
2000, in New York City, where they 
live. Beth Joy is an interior designer 
with the firm Gomez Associates. 
Her work has been published in 
Arcilitectllral Digest. E-mail: beth joy 
28 aJmac.com . 
Barbara Greenstein, BU 91, 
completed her Ph.D. in coUege 
student personnel administration 
at the University of Maryland in 
May 2000 and now resides in 
Greensboro, N.C. She works at the 
University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro and planned to marry 
Alan Boyette in May 2001. 
Scott M. Gulinson, LA 91, 
finished his reSidency in San Anto­
nio, Texas, and moved to Phoenix 
to join a private OB/GYN practice. 
Married in March 1999, he and his 
wife have two dogs, Sasha and 
Trooper. F.-mail: sgully6<.<Paol.com. 
Michael M. Lee, EN 91, has 
been overseeing GSM wireless 
network installations aU over the 
world. The most recent three-year­
long aSSignments were in the 
Republic of Georgia (fo rmerly 
Russia), Croatia, and Bolivia. This 
year's assignment is in Slovenia. 
He looked forward to seeing his 
long-lost friends at this year's 
reunion. E-mail: mkl@San.rr.com. 
Sarah CotJar Melinger, LA 
91, married Adam Melinger at 
Graham Chapel on May 22,1999. 
Karyn S. Weinberg Polak, 
LA 9"1, and her husband "have had 
the immense pleasure of opening 
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our lives to our son, Zachariah 
David, born March 22, 2000." 
Anne (Stepp) Rotondo, FA 
91, and her husband, TonI', are 
pleased to announce the Novcm­
ber 2()(X) birth of their first son, 
Luke Anthony. Anne works as a 
senior art director at]. Walter 
Thompson in Houston. 
Benjamin S. Abella, LA 92, 
is happily engaged to Ursina 
Teitelbaum, a fellow resident at 
the University of Chicago Hospi­
tals. They plan to stay in Chicago 
for the next few years as Ben 
completes training in internal 
medidlle/emergency medicine 
and Ursina finishes a geriatrics 
fellowship . 
Kathryn Parr Adams, LW 
92, and Chris ,\dams are the 
proud parents of Jack Christopher 
Adams, born March 1, 2001, at 8 
Ibs., 6 oz., and 21-1/2 inches. 
WASHINGTON PROFILE Carol Weisman, M.S.W. '73 
Matt Corwin, GB 92, and his 
wife, Maureen, "announce the birth 
of their third (and last) son, Michael 
James, on Nov. 19, 20()(). Michael 
joins two brothers-Patrick, 3, and 
Shane, 2- in the fin e art of driving 
their parents insane." 
Marlee Dorn, LA 92, received 
an MLS degree from the University 
of Maryland in 2000. She is the tape 
librarian for CNN's Washington 
bureau, where she has been working 
since 1998. E-mail: marlee<Olnlar­
lee.org. 
Donna Ford-Werntz, GIt 92, 
was promoted to associate professor 
of biology at the University of West 
Virginia. She and her husband, Carl, 
participated in a medical mission to 
Guatemala in February. Their 
daughter, Shannon, was born in 
Morgantown, W. Va. , in June 2000. 
Evan Friedel, L/\ 92, SvV 94, 
and Erika Friedel, SW 92, were 
blessed with a son, Alexander 
Kendrick Friedel, on Mav 13, 2000. 
Evan loves working as the commu­
nity relations director for the N.C. 
Eye Bank, and Erika is thrill ed to be 
a stay-at-home mom for now. 
Emily Newman Greenspan, 
LA 92, and her husband, Teddy, 
proudly annOllnc(' the birth of 
their son, Nolan Stewart Greenspan, 
born Nov. 2, 2000. They live in 
New York City. 
Andrew Kleine, LA 92, and 
his wife, Kellv, welcomed Sara Gail 
Kleine into tIle world on Oct. 3, 
2000. Sara is their first chi.ld, and 
she has been a great joy. The Kleines 
Jive in Silver Spring, Md. Andrew is 
the budget director and chief finan­
cial officer of the Bureau of Trans­
portation StatistiCS, an agency in 
the U.S. Department of Transporta­
tion. Kelly left her job as director of 
student alJairs for the University of 
Maryland Schoo l of Engineering 
to become a full-time mOlD. 
Andrew J. Moger, LA 92, 
was named president and chief 
operating officC'.r of Two Boots 
Restaurants in New York City, 
effective January 16, 2001. 
Rob Schwitz, BU 92, GB 93, 
of Coldwell Banker Premier in 
St. Louis, was awa.rded the Previews 
Properties Specialist design~tion, 
based on his closed sales, yea rs of 
experience, and advanced education 
on selling luxury properties. Fewer 
than 5 percent of all Coldwell Banker 
agents nationally earn this designa­
tion . Schwitz also was reappointed to 
the elite Qua Ii tv Circle as one of tile 
top three agents at Coldwell Banker 
Premier for his closed sales in 2000. 
He would love to hear from his W 
classmates via c-mail: ltobSchwitl<!!' 
ColdwellBanker.col11 or ""eb site: 
www.lseIICiayton.com. 
After caring for her tenni­nally ill mother in 1994, C arol Weisman decided 
to go back to work. Since she 
had never run a company, she 
only had a vague idea of a busi­
ness venture. But, with a mas­
ter's degree in social work from 
the University 's George Warren 
Brown School of Social Work­
and an undergraduate degree in 
English, German, and speech 
from the University of Denver­
Weisman prided herself on 
her ability to help others. 
While examining her 28-year 
history of serving on boards of 
nonprofit organi­
zations­
having served on 24, been 
president of seven, and 
recruited countless CEOs to 
help on all-she decided to 
found Board Builders, Inc. 
(www.boardbuilders.com) . 
"My social work back­
ground taught me how to 
work within a community to 
get results, whether to allow 
a 16-year-olcl to die at home 
from a brain tumor, or make 
friends with people by writing 
thank-you notes," she says. 
"I like people, and I also 
consider myself good at get­
ting things done and manag­
ing social change," acids 
Weisman. "I realized what I 
enjoyed most was working 
with nonprofit boards hecause 
they fit with Illy experience, 
and nonprofits offer a great 
challenge. You have a roomful 
of intelligent people who 
must want to be there because 
they are not getting paid. 
However, some groups do not 
use volunteers strategically. 
They rubber-stamp decisions 
In one of her advertise­
ments, Carol Weisman tells 
potential clients why meet­
ing planners choose Carol 
instead of Colin (Powell) to 
build a better board. 
[alreadyl made or Itry to] do 
everything in the last five 
minutes of a meeting." 
With the blessing of her hus­
band, Frank Robbins, IvI.D. '77, 
and two sons, Frank and Jono, 
she set up shop in a small room 
off the garage. (She has since 
moved to a second-l1oor bed­
room.) She named her venture, 
Board Builders, Inc.; self-pub­
lished her first book, Secrets o( 
Succt'ss(iti Boards: TIlt' Best ti'O/7/ 
tile Non-Profit Pros; and began 
her career as a speaker, trainer, 
and consultant. 
Throughout, her sense of 
humor has served her well. 
"Everyone tells me I'm funny. 
I'm the Bette Midler of the 
governance circuit," she says. 
"I can keep 2,000 accountants 
awake after a 3,000-calorie 
lunch." 
And this comedic approach 
keeps generating business, with 
speaking engagements to organi­
zations such as the United Way, 
the National Mental Health 
Association, and Easter Seal 
SOCiety. In addition, her timing 
has been impeccable-there are 
more than] .25 million non­
profit boards in the United 
States, with more than 40,000 
new ones emerging annually. 
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Weisman helps hundreds of 
nonprofits build better boards, 
in both intimate retreats and 
large veIlues, by posing the 
right questions: for example, 
"\-Vho makes a good hoard 
member?" She answers, "You 
need the right mix-people 
with a pas~ion for what they 
do, so they will come even 
when they arc tired. You need 
people with different talents 
and backgrounds, so everyone 
feels safe to speak-and 
nobody's opinion is more 
valued." She has shared this 
knowledge by editing two 
additional books, Secrets o( 
Sl/ccess(itl Flindrai.ling and Build 
a Better Board in .W Oays. 
Although Weisman is 
extremely busy traveling and 
lecturing, she still takes time 
for reflection. Of Washington 
University, she says it will 
always hold a special place 
in her heart. Her late parellts, 
both obstetriCian- gynecologists, 
were Oil the medical school 
faculty. Her late father, Sol 
Weisman, graduated from the 
University in 1928 and the 
medical school in 1932, and 
her late mother, Renate Dohrn, 
interned at Jewish 1105pit31. 
-Bar/Jam fl. /luci/iloll. 
David C. Turell, LA 92, and 
his wife, Sarah Berkson, of Iowa, 
have two chIldren- Matthew, 5, 
and Hannah, 2. I' le is practicing 
pediatri cs in Orlando, Pia. E,mail: 
sdmh((llearthlink.net. 
Sandra Van Trease, G B 92, 
w promo ted to pres ident of 
fligh t HO I EManaged Care, 
MissOuri 's largest provider of 
health-car benefi ts. 
Aravinda Ayyagari, YlD, 
J.A 93, and Ani! Reddy are living 
in Pennsylvania. Aravinda is 
completing her pediatri cs res i­
dency at the AI duPont Ho pital 
for chi ldren. S11(, complet.ed her 
MD degree at the Universi ty of 
'fen ness C, IVlemphis, in 1998. 
She recentl , started a volunieer 
group called duPont ar s, a 
community outreach program. 
[ -mail: aayyagari@aoI.CI)m. 
Cynthia Ruff Butler , L 93, 
completed her 1\'IS degr e in 
civil/environmental engin.eering 
a t Carnegie Mello n University in 
1994. She marrieel Mike Butler on 
April 20, 1999. They m ved to 
Portland , Ore., where Cindy is a 
prOject manager or CHZM Hill. 
Ma tthew Kah n, B 9:l, was 
promoted to brand manager, 
ne procluct initiatives, at the 
Coca-Cola Co. He rece ived an 
filA degree from the University 
of lorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
in 1998. 
Lauren (Rose) Kaufman, LA 
93, and her ilusband. Scott, wel­
comed their first cilild , Rac.hel 
Brooke, on June 29, 2000. Thev 
live in \'Vhiie Plains. K Y., where 
Lilure.n has taken time o ff from 
her pOsitio n as v.I'. associa te media 
director at Grey .'\dverti.~ing to 
take care of Radle!' For a peek at 
"th ir littl l' Sunshine," visit their 
'vV' b site a t ommunities .MS\!. 
com{n-IEKI\UI'NIANTHREE. 
David M. Lengyel, R'I3, 
tran5ferrecl to N SA headquarters 
In Washington, D.C. , from 
Moscow, Russia, wh c.re he served 
two yean as the manager of th 
Moscow Techn ica l Liaison ffice 
fo r the Int rna tiona l Space Station. 
Program. He now serves as the 
executive (lire tOr of the Aerospac.e 
Silfety AdviSOr)' Panel fur _ ASA. 
E-mai l: cll engyelCa·hq .nasa.gov. 
Meredith Loew, Il LJ 93, is 
working for Ameri ca Wl'st irlines 
as a pricing manager. She lives 
with her fian ce, Scott Pollar, and 
their dog, Casper. Their wedding 
is pltlnn~d for. ovcmber 2001. 
Abigail Abin o ja Neigh­
m ond, LA 93, an d her husband, 
Keit, had a baby g irl, Hayley 
johanna, on Oct'. 17,2000. f\bigail 
is in her s~cond year of family 
practice res! lency at D Peres 
Hospital in St. I.ouis . 
Ron Pataki, GR 93. is living 
again in his nat-ive' Switz t' rland 
and is '·"orking as a high scJlool 
humanities reacher at the Inter­
Community School in Zurich- a 
private, international, English­
speaking school in SWitzerland. 
"Veb site: www.icsz.ch. 
Brian Stephenson, LA 93, 
married Linda Dzurek o n Nov. 4, 
2000, at St'. David's Episcopa l 
Church in :-Jashvill e. Bria n 
recently completed amaster's 
degree in arts admi nistration at 
t'he Universitv of Wisconsin and 
has taken a position with the 
Nashville Opera. Linda is a gradu­
ate student in immunology at 
Vanderbilt Universi ty in Nashville. 
E-mail: bgstephenson(lO[letscape.. 
net. 
Frederick Majzun, l\'lT 94, is 
working as reg ional practice direc­
tor, BJC Medical Group, and is 
married to Bonnee Meachum. 
They expected their second child 
in April. 
Eileen Sharkey Rose-nfeld, 
BU 94, and Robert Rosenfeld, 
BU 93, LA 93, were married in San 
Antonio, Texas, on Nov. 18, 2000. 
They live in Philadelphia, where 
Rob continues consulting with 
ap Gemin i Ernst &: Young and 
Eileen is completing an MBA 
elegree prog ram at the Wharton 
School of the University of Penn­
sylvania. Members of the wedding 
party included Gine (Ivener) 
Bernstein, BU 93, Aaron 
Powell, BU 93, Steve Bridges, 
au 93, Lisa Alpart, Ill) 95, and 
james Goldfarb, I.A 92. 
Rachel Williams, LA <)4, 
married Gran t :-'1antz o n Oct. 14, 
2000, in Madison, Wis . They li ve in 
Chicago, whe re Rachel is an allor­
ney atJenner &: Block and Grant ls 
a i SDAQ market-maker at the 
Chicago Stock Exchange. Members 
of tbe wedding party in cluded 
Glenna Chang, LA 94, anel 
Amanda (Layher) Ryall, LA 94. 
E-mail: rmant7.«]·.ienner.com. 
Christina WoIbrecht, GR 94, 
GR 97, rccdved the 1999 Carrie 
Charman Ca tt Prize for Research 
on Women and Pol iti cs for the 
project "Women 's Voting Beha\rio r 
in the J<)20s and early 19305," 
co-autilo red with Kevin Corde r. 
She is an assistant profe.ssor of 
government and internatio nal 
studies a t the Universitv of 'otre 
Dame, in South Bend, Ind. 
Bridget Richardson, llU 95, 
is a financia l manager for DuPont 
Food and Nutrition in Minneapo­
lis. [-mail: bmrichar@ljuno.com. 
Michelle Wilek, LA 95. 
married Hmris Goldman on 
ov. 11 , 2000. They live in 
I ew Yo rk, whert\ ",," ichelle is an 
aSSOCiate in the labor and employ­
ment group at I lughes I lubl'lard & 
Re <I , a New York law firm. She 
has work(;'d there ince earning 
a JD degree from New York 
University in 1998.l'larris is a n 
J ssociate planning director with 
the advertiSing agency Young &: 
Rub/cam and is a student in the 
part-time MBA program at 
New York Universitv's Stern School 
o r Busines, . !embers of the wed­
ding party in cluded Erin Schatz, 
LA <)5, Rachelle (Moskowitz) 
Shapiro, LA 95, and Shari 
(Brulhberg) Wels, LA 95. E-mail: 
go ldman«1:hugh es hubbard.com_ 
Monica Colona, flU 96, \·\~II 
receive an MBA degree from the 
Universit y of Wisconsin at Madi­
son. She married EugeniO Torres 
in 1999. " I lelok fo rward to seeing 
everyone at the five-year reunion." 
Ellen Friebert, L.A 96, married 
Brian Schupper in August 2000 in 
Milwaukee, Wis. More than 15 
VVashington University grads jo ined 
the celebration, and brides lllaids 
included Beth Shapiro, U\ 96, 
Shawn Meislik, LA 96, and 
julie Sherman, \./\ 96. Ellen 
and Brian moved from Washing­
to n, D.C., to Shaker Heigh ts, 
Ohio, where they already feel 
at home, than k. to WLJ grads 
Debra (Mayers) Hollander, 
LA <)6, jason Hollander, LA 96, 
Sharon (Shapiro) Galin, LA 94, 
jamie (Gray) Light, LA 95, and 
Ben Light, l.A 94. Ellen works 
in comllluilications/s tra tegic.; 
development for a new company 
called HealthSync, ano Brian is a 
yo ung leadersh ip director for th e 
Cleveland jewish Federation. 
Lynn Hsu, LA 96, and Paul A. 
Sherman, EN 96, we.re married 
in August 2000. Lynn earned an 
tvlArch degree from Harvard Uni­
ve rsity's G raduate School of Design 
and works in Cambridge, Mass. 
Paul , who took graduate studies 
in astTOphysic5 at \olassachusetts 
Imtitute oJ lechno logy, Cambridge, 
Mass., reaches at a privilte school 
in Massachusett s. 
Randy A. Katz, l.A 96, married 
Sara C. Kingsley, ;1 graduilte of Saint 
L.ouis University, on july 22,2000, 
in WU's Graham Chapel. Scott 
Pashman, BU 96, was a grooms­
mall. Randy left the U.S. ;\rillY as 
a captain and is a student in the 
MBA program at the University of 
Texas-Austin. E-mail: Randy.Katz('v 
mba02.bus.utexas.edu. 
Brett R. Levin, LA 96, married 
Joanna Zagarinsky on 'ov. 4, 2000, 
in Palm Beach, Fla. Brett graduated 
in May 2000 from the University 
of Pennsylvania School of Dental 
Med icine and is doing a general 
dentistry residency' in Philadelphia. 
Joanna is an orthodontist in private 
practice ou tside Philadelphia. They 
are planning LO move to D0nver, in 
July 200 I. l\1[embers of the wedding 
party included Sean Altschul, 
LA 96, john Lilly, U< '16, Seth 
PromiseJ, BLJ '16, and Greg Metz, 
LA 96. 
Amanda Wilson, l.A 96, 
is graduating this yea r from the 
University of California at San fran­
cisco SchOol of Dentistrv and will 
do her orthodontics residency at 
the University of Connecticut 
Medical Center. 
Nathan Elliott, LA 97, is 
spending a year living in a 1,000­
year-old Greek OrthOdox 
monastery on Mt. Athas, Greece. 
Camilla Hampton, GI< 97, is 
teaching at the larke Sc l1 00l for 
the Deaf in Northampton, Mass. 
She a lso teaches a mainstream class 
ancl heads the Clarke School Ski 
Club. 
Todd Ko-rte, G il 97, was 
appointee! chief execotive officer 
of the Korte Company, a St. Loui5~ 
based design-build and construc­
tion management firm. He previ­
ously served as the compa rl)" s 
pres iden t. 
Yabo Lin, I.W 97, and his wife, 
Hongmei, wt'l comed their daughter 
Mi llie to the world ami the 
new millen niul11 on May 2,2000. 
Yabo was appointed co-cha ir of 
the international practice group at 
Blackwell Sanders !'epcr Martin I.LP 
in lulv 2000. 
joshna Turchin, LA 97, is 
vice president of Ca liforn ia 
Metals and Electron ics . Web site: 
www.recycl ingpays.net. 
Aimee Zaiger, LA 97, and 
Eri C' Sprung arc engaged to be 
married. TIlt'y a re planning a 
wedding for September 20C)]. 
john Gross, Li\ 98, and 
Barbara Mazer, I.A 99, GR <)9, 
W GIT married o n r\ug. 19, 2000, in 
Nashville. In a l'tenliance were 
Stacy Blumenthal, I.J\ 99, Palh 
Chang, BU 99, KelJie Glasscock, 
LA 99, justin Glessner, 1.'\ 98, 
Karen Jafft.'C, IlU 99, Steve 
Kendall, El\ 99, Su~ie Klein, 
LA 99, Ami Norris, 1..'\ 99, Anita 
Rajendta, LA 98, andjenJlifer 
Seidman, LA 99. j ohn is a medi cal 
student at Ohio Sta t UniverS it y, 
and Barbara is a projeu d irector 
at the Jewish Community Center 
in Columbus, Ohio. L-mail: 
jag,.,., 1440) yahoo. corn and 
1)lm_ 144«tlya llOo. com. 
Matthew Latacha, LA 98, 
and Kimberly East ep plan to marry 
in June 200 I in Omaha, :\cb. 
Matthew is a third-year medical 
stud ent, and Kim[)erl y is a third­
yea r doctora l student, [)oth at the 
Universitv of I ebraska \ofcdica l 
Cen ter. ' 
Jason Newmark, HA 98, is 
working in health-care consulting 
as an associate with CCG Manage­
ment Consultants, in flosion. He 
loves both Boston and the consult­
ing work. 
Andrea Pelmington, Nfl) 9R, 
"left the full-timC' pfilctice of medi­
cine for the corporate worlel l After 
one year with an Internet start-up 
com pan)', she is en io)'ing furiher 
success in Int-e rnet and media 
business as the lIledical director for 
the I iseovery I lealth Channel. She 
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Building a Bike to Take on the Road (in a suitcase!) 

continues to see patients part 
time at area free clinics. /\ndrea 
is engaged 1"0 a wonderful man , 
Travis, and they have just bought 
a new home in Maryland. She 
welcomes updates from her 
fellow classmates, including 
topics for their Web si te or TV 
channel!" 
Lisa Mae Rattien, EN 98, 
and David Geisler, EN 98, 
married on Sept. 23, 2000, in 
Washington, D.c:. Members of 
the wedding party includecl WU 
graduates Elizabeth Mellis, LA 
98, and Amy Siegel, LA 98. Usa 
and David live in D.C and are 
pursuing their careers with local 
engineering firm s. 
Jeffrey Connor, LA 99, 
became communica tions direc­
tor for Nebraska Rep. Lee Terry. 
Connor was Terry's deputy press 
secretary for a year. 
WASHINGTON PROFILE Hugh Kern, B.S. '84 
A s a software engineer around 1990, Hugh Kern says he became 
frustrated with the built-in 
obsolescence of computers. The 
software he wrote 10 or more 
years ago, after all , has no use 
on today's computer platforms. 
"A bicycle is a hit different," 
he says. "You might build a 
bicycle today that will be 
around 100 years." 
That's why, three years ago, 
the 5t. Louis native put his 
engineering experience to work 
in an entirely different field. 
Kern now runs Peregrine 
Bicycle Works (www.pbwbikes. 
com) from a workshop in 
Chico, California, a small town 
about 3 1/2 hours north of San 
Francisco. There he designs and 
handcrafts bicycles that can be 
folded to fit into a suitcase. 
Kern, who still rides the first 
bike he designed, moved to 
Chico from Athens, Georgia, 
last winter because he and his 
wife, Leigh Ann, wanted to live 
in a more bike-friendly town 
with th eir two young children. 
Most days, he works alon e 
in his workshop, though the 
growing number of orders may 
soon necessitate hiring addi-
Mayaan "Michele" Pase, 
LA 99, is a resident of Jerusalem, 
Israel, where she was appointed 
account manager for Kvutzat 
Kotere t, the country's leading PR 
firm. She also is writing for Tile 
Jerusalem Report magaZine. Since 
leaving Washington University, 
she served as program director 
for the University of Kansas I-lille! 
Foundation and 'then as editor 0 1; 
the Kansas City l ewisii C!lIvniclf. 
Dana Wendler, l.A 99, GR 00, 
and Matthew Scheidt, LJ\ 00, 
were engaged Dec. 16, 2000. 
In Memoriam 
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tional staff. Clearly, the enjoy­
ment of his new endeavor is a 
big draw for Kern. "When 
someone gets a new bicycle, 
they're really happy," he says. 
Though there'S a cmtom 
element to his bikes--each is 
made to order according to 
the customer's own body 
m easurements-Kern says the 
majority of his customers are 
not bicycle aficionados. "My 
target customer is someone 
who wants a practical bike," 
he says. "They just want a 
good bike that fits them well 
that they can take to any 
place on the globe." 
Some customers actually do 
take their bikes all around the 
world-one couple purchased 
bikes they could stowaway 
on their sailboat during an 
extended vacation . Others pur­
chase bikes for more routine 
excursions, like commuting 
to and from the office. 
When Kern designed his 
first bike using a CAD program, 
the goal was to strike a balance 
between performance and fold­
ability. He had done a lot of 
research-studying the com­
promises each other model 
made between performance 
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and foldahility. " I lookecl at 
the good and the had features 
and looked at the sta te of 
bicycle technology in 
general, which has 
changed a lot in the last 
20 yea rs," he explains. 
Tho ugh Kern's bikes 
are not inexpensive, 
ranging from $995 to 
$2,495, he has developed 
a loyal following among 
his customers. He generates 
awareness by demonstrating 
the bikes in action at events, 
such as the annual Bike Ride 
Across Georgia (8RAG)-a 
variable bike ride that is 
generally ahout 400 miles 
with a route that changes to 
go through a different part 
of Georgia each year. 
Beca use each customer 
buys direct, customer service 
is the order of the day. "I have 
a ' happy-customers-only' 
policy," Kern says. "I put a 
lot into a bike." 
For some people, it 's a 
simple decision to purchase a 
I'HW folding bike, and they 
can even submit their body 
measurements online. Others 
require much more consulta­
tion-Kern recalls e-mailing 
Glynn E. Clark, LA 34, GR 35, 

GR 57; 1/01. 









Sidney Stein, 13 U 34; 4/0l. 

Hy Waltuch, LW .14; 2/01. 

Sara Perry (Ervin) Nesbi t, LA 35; 

1/01. 
Bart Passanante, LA 3S, MD 39; 
2/01. 

Mary Margaret (Hancock) Sheeran, 

SIN 35; 1/0l. 





Melvin F. Roman, UC 36; 1/01. 

Molly Horsfall Uauncey) Waugh, 

LA 36, GR 38; 2/01. 

John G. Buettner, BU 37; 2/01. 

Harry Diamond, LW 37; 1/01. 

Hugh Kern and his son, Devin, show 
one of Hugh's custom folding bikes. 
back and forth about 4S times 
with o ne recent customer. 
Kern's nex t big project? He 
wants to build il bike for his 
son, Devin-one that can 
grow as the child matures. 
Devin's only 2 years old, 
which mea ns dad has a good 
year and it half for resea rch 
and development be fore the 
training wheels go on. 
- Grl!lcilen Lec, A.B. '86 
For more information, please 
visit PBVV Folding Bikes at 
wvvwpbwbi kes.com . 
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Josephine R. Irvin, SW 37; 1/01. 

Julian H. Miller II, LA 37; 1/01. 

Serana May (Schult) Neinsted, 

LJ\ 17; 2/01. 

Ca rl F. Morisse, LA 38, LW 38; 3/01. 

Lucy (Mackay) Palmer, FA 38; 2/01. 

Alan H. [leishman, LA 39; 3/01. 

Virginia C. (UhJmansick) Harmon, 

LA 39, GR 40; 1/01. 

Lydia Marie (Seibert) Kirchoff, 

LA 39; 2/01. 

1940s 
William C. Burton, Jr., El\ 40; 1/0l. 




Frederick C. Helfesrieder, Jr., LA 40, 

GR 45, TI 59; 2/01. 
Winifred E. (Hamilton) Martin, 

BU 40, UC 79; 2/01. 





George R. Throop, Jr., LA 40; 3/01. 

Hemy H. Caraco, }'1D 41; 3/0l. 





Ronald James Wylde, LA 42; 3/01. 

Leonard M. Barad, flU 43; :{/01. 

Luther P. Gruenbaum, LA 43, 

SW 54; 3/01. 

Alvin j. Tabankin, MD 43; 1/01. 

Jeanette O. Winkler, UC 43; 1/01. 





WiLliam L. Mundy, E1\ 46; 1/01. 

Carolyn Wood (Forman) Piel, 

MD 46; 2/01. 
Doris Mae (Leber) Bruns, NU 47, 

NU 48; 3/01. 

Mollie Colier, LA 48; 2/01. 

Frederick W. Lehmann Ill, LW 48; 

2/01. 
Donald T. McClanahan, LW 48; 
4/01. 

Elizabeth Hazel (Hoffmann) 

Oldroyd, SW 48; 2/01. 

Grank H. Ross, BU 48; 2/01. 

Richard Beatty, SW 49; 2/01. 





Bernard Hupert, BU 49; 4/01. 

Robert C. Innes, MD 49; 1/01. 

Oliver E. Oertle, BU 49; 1/01. 

Chester C. Patton, UC 49; 3/01. 

Sidney Rubin, BU 49, LW 49; 1/01. 





Martin H. Bowerman, LA 50; 1/01. 




Marjerry Kell)' (Balnis) Geyer, 

UC SO; 1/01. 

Bertram M. Hirsch, LA 50; 2/01. 

Carl G. Hogan, BU 50; 1/01. 

Fred B. Meckfessel, Jr., EN 50; 1/01. 

Donald R. Pauls, LA 50, UC 59; 3/01. 

Brente I.. Ward, DE 50; 1/01. 

Melvin]. Hofmeister, BU 51; 3/01. 





Herbert E. Seifer th, UC 51; 3/01. 

Margaret E. Allard, GR 52; 2/01. 

Mayer W. Bailin, LA 52; 1/01. 

William j. Frye, DE 52; 3/01. 

Edward S. Golde, BU 52; 3/01. 

Ga il lone (Grone) Hohengarten, 

LA 52; 3/01. 

Thomas R. Keller, GR 52; 2/01. 

Daniel R. McAuliffe, GR 52; 1/01. 

Mary Virginia (Terry) Rassieur, Jr., 

LA 52; 3/01. 
------------.-----------.----------- -_.-------------------------------------------------------------------------.-._
ClassMates 
Marie (Benedict) Duffy, GR 53; 1/01. 




Charles W. Marsh, DE 53; 2/01. 

Francis C. Niehaus, LA 53; 3/0!. 

Helen Vera (Bouchein) Sellman, 

LA 53; 3/01. 

Ellis R. Taylor, MD 53; 3/01. 

William S. Costen, MD 54; 1/01. 

Paul W. Herron, MD 54; 1/0l. 





Ruth A. Wickney, SW 54; 1/01. 

Charles M. Tureen, LW 55; 3/0l. 

Myla]. (Baris) Rosenblum, LA 56; 

1/01. 




James D. Veron, BU 57; 3/0l. 

Ruth E. (Hoelscher) Hanke, UC 58, 

GR 60; 2/0l. 
Gertrude Helen (LoweJl) Volk, 

GR 58; 2/01. 

Adriana (Ramu) Guzman, SW 59; 

i /O 1. 
19605 
Joe R. Utley, MD 60; 1I0l. 

Ruth (Mullin) Hexter, SW 61; 2/01. 

Frederick A. Hoyt, GR 61; 3/0l. 

James E. Mahood, UC 62; 1/0l. 

Kathleen S. (Weiland) Mclaughlin, 

MD 64; 1/0l. 

Robert D. Mudd, BU 64; 1/01. 

Ruth A. Rice, GR 64; 1/01. 





1ack R. Knudsen, UC 66; 2/01. 

David P. Link, rA 66; 1/01. 

Geraldjne (Riggio) Bildner, NU 67; 

2/01. 
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Walter]. Hicks, UC 67; 2/01. 
Charles L. Luthe r, UC 67; 2/01. 
Joy Lee (Phipps) Rauscher, UC 67; 
3/01. 
L. Stephen Voss meyer, LA 67, 
LW 77; 3/01. 
Peter J. johnson, UC 68; 2/01. 
Laurence G. Payne, UC 69; 1/01. 
19705 
Stanley Anderman, GR 71; 3/01. 
Donald C. Peirce, LA 71; 2/01. 
Alvin Siegfried, UC 71; 1/01. 
Solomon Jay C herrick, LA 73; 1/01. 
Donald R. Lawrence, UC 73; 2/01. 
John Angelo PuriceiJi, UC 75; 3/0l. 
Jude Schlitt, GA 75; 2/01. 
Hildrcd (Mathieu) Word, GR 75; 
3/01. 
Malajo (Gusman) Bridwell, LA 76, 

LW 79; 1/0l. 

janet Ann lesch, GR 76; 2/0l. 

Richard A. Boneau, UC 77; 2/01. 





Steven Arvay, 1180, TI 81; 1/01. 
Ross justin Adams, LW 88; 2/D1. 
1990s 
Mary Clare (Brunner) Caesar, 
UC 96; 3/01. 
In Remembrance 
Rowland Berthoff 
Rowland T. Berthoff, retired profe,­
sor and author, who served as 
chairman of the Department of 
History and was the William Eliot 
Smith Professor Emeritus of Hisrory 
for the University, died March 25, 
2001, of heart disease. He was 79. 
Her-thoff contributed to the 
UniverSity outside his role as 
professor, including designing the 
University's flag . 
Berthoff, soon after graduatiOn 
from Harvard University, received a 
Fulbright Scholarship to do research 
at the University of Wales in Aberys­
tv.')'th, a nd he returned after a year 
in Wales to join the faculty of 
Princ",ron University in 1953. 
He came to Washington Unive.rsity 
in 1962 and retired in 1992. 
Survivors include his wife of 47 
ye.ars, Tirzah Park Berthoff; two 
sons; two daughters; one brother; 
and three grandchildren. 
Richard H. Blocher 
Richard (Dilk) H. Blocher, who 
served in the Department of 
Appli ed ~vlathematic5 and 
Computer SCience in the School 
of Engineering & Applied SCience 
for 29 years, died October 5, 2000, 
of heart failure. He was 73. 
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Blocher began as a graduate assis­
tant in 1964 whUe working toward 
a master of science degree, which 
he received in 1966. He served in 
several positions, including systems 
programmer, and he was a systems 
analvst when he retired in 199:1. 
His {york was among some of the 
earliest in computer graphic design. 
He is survived by a daughter, 
Nissa C. Blocher, AB '92.; a son, 
Jerry Blocher, BSChE./MB/\ '94; and 
daughter-in-law, Andrea Blocher. 
Norman l. Corah 
Norman L. Corah, who did pioneer­
ing research into the fear of visiting 
the dentist and from 1960 to 1965 
was chief research psychologist in 
the Division of Child Psychology 
and a research assistant professor of 
medical psychology at Washington 
Uni\'ersity, died 1-,·1arch 21,2001, 
after a year's illness. He was 67. 
Internationally renowned for 
his studies on stress among dental 
patien ts, Corah developed the 
Corah Dental Anxiety Scale, a 
questionnaire to determine st.ress 
levels tbat is used iJy dentists and 
researchers worldwide. One of his 
most successful techniques for 
combating anXiety was to distract 
patients by having them play chair­
mounted video games during 
trea tment. 
In 1965, he returned to the 
University at Buffalo, from which 
he had ea rned a bachelor's degree 
and a graduate degree and for which 
he had taught briefly in the univer­
sity's psychology department. He 
was an associate professor, then a 
professor, in the University of 
Buffalo's Dental Scllool until he 
re tired in 1996. 
He is survived by his wife, 
Patricia Laney; two sons; a brother; 
and four grandchildren. 
Donald Danforth, Jr. 
Donald Danforth, Jr. , former 
executive vice president of Ralston 
Purina Co . and the founder 
and president o f Danforth J.\gri­
Resources, died March 29, 2001, 
of Lou Gehrig's di sease. He was 69. 
A native of 51. Louis, Danforth 
attended Princeton University 
for two years and completed a 
bachdor's degree in business 
administration at Washington 
University. In 1957, he jo ined 
Ralston Purina Co., founded by his 
grandfather, the first William H. 
Danforth, and formerly headed 
by hi s father, the late Donald 
Danforth, Sr. 
In 1972, he resigned as an 
execut ive vice president at Ralston, 
where he had headed the agricul­
tural products group. He remained 
a board member and major share­
holder at Ralston for the rest o f 
his life. 
Danforth was a trustee with the 
Danfo rth Foundation and served on 
the boards of many organizations, 
including the American Youth 
Foundation and the [lrain Injury 
Association of Missouri. 
He is survived by his wife, 
Carolyn Borders Danforth; 
three daughters, Ca rol Danforth, 
Kathrvn Hollo, and Laura Barnes; 
two sons, Donald Danforth 1JI 
and Christopher Danforth; two 
brothers-William H. Danforth, 
vice chairman of the Board and 
chancellor emeritus of Washington 
University, and j ohn Danforth, 
former U.S. Senator from Missouri; 
a Sister, Dorothy Miller; ami 10 
grandchildren. 
Lorraine F. lake 
Lorraine E Lake, assistant professor 
emeritus of physical therapy for the 
School of Medicine and an early 
proponent and director of its highly 
respected physical therapy program, 
died from complications of a st roke 
December 17, 2000. She was 82. 
Lake, who joined the faculty in 
1950, served as associate director for 
educat ion and administration in the 
School's Irene Walter johnson 
Institute of Rehabilitation from 
1967 to 1979 . 
She is survived by a nephew 
and great-niece. 
William E. Maritz 
William E. Maritz, civic leader, 
chairman of Maritz Inc., and 
member of the University's Board 
of Trustees since 1984, died 
February 26, 200J, of complications 
from prostate cancer. He was 72. 
\Olaritz served on various 
University Board committees, 
was a strong supporter o f the 
Danforth Scholars Program, and, 
with his wife Jacqueline, perrna­
nently endowed the Raymond E. 
Maritz Professorsh ip in the 
School of Architecture, in honor 
o f Mariti uncle. 
Maritz also was a major civic 
leader in 51. Louis. He was founder 
and longtime chairman of Laclede's 
Landing Redevelopment Corp.; 
former president of Civic Progress; 
former chairman of the VI' Fair 
f oundation (now rair St. Louis), 
which he helped found; and 
fo rmer chair of what is now the 
st. Louis Regional Chamber and 
Growth Association. 
A st. Louis native, Maritz gradu­
ated from Princeton University, and 
in 195:1 he joined the company his 
grandfather had founded, known 
then as Maritz Sales Builders. Maritz 
became preSident, CEO, and chair­
man of the fenton-based employee 
motivation, market research, and 
travel company. from 1954, when 
he joined the company, until 1998, 
when he passed his titl es of presi­
dent and CEO to hi s son Steve, 
sa les went from S5 million to 
$2.5 billion a year. 
Maritz, who served on the boards 
of many corporations and cultural 
organi zat ions, received many 
honors, including being named 
SI. Louis Citizen o f the Year in 
1998 by the St. LOllis Post-Dispatch. 
He is survived by his wife, 
Jacqueline Guignon Pommer 
Maritz; three sam; a daughter; 
sister; stepson; stepdaughter; and 
14 grandchildren. 
William H. Masters 
William H. Masters, who with his 
research collaborator and former 
wife Virginia johnson Masters 
revolutjonized research and 
therapy related to human sexuality, 
died February 16, 2001, of compli­
cations from Parkinson's di sease. 
He was professor emeritus of clini­
cal obstetrics and gynecology at the 
School of Medic.ine. He was 85. 
Interested in the field from the 
t ime he was a medical student at 
the University o f Roches ter, in 
New York, from which he received 
his MD, Masters spent years 
accruing credentials in obstetrics 
and gynecology at WaShington 
University's School o f Medicine 
and at wilat is now Barnes-Jewish 
Hospital. 
Research by Masters and 
Johnson, usually sel f-funded, 
resulted in their book HII1I1011 
Sexllol RespollSc, which became a 
best-seller in 1966, despite its text­
book style. Based on their findings, 
they founded the Maste rs and 
johnson Institute, in St. Louis, in 
the 1970s to provide sexual thera­
py. It closed in 1994, when Masters 
retired at the age of 78. 
He is survived by his thi.rd wife, 
Geraldine B. Masters; a daughter; 
son; brother; and two grandsons. 
Robert E. Shank 
'Robert E. Shank, MD '39, intern a­
tionall y recognized for hi s contribu­
tions in the fi elds o f nutrition ,md 
liver di seases, died of complications 
from a stroke Dec. 25, 20(X). He 
was 86. 
Shank joined the medical staff o f 
the School o f MediCine in 1948 and 
chaired the department of preven­
tive medicine and public health 
from 1948 to 1983, when he 
retired . A member of President 
Lyndon B. Johnson's Science 
Advisory Committee, he performed 
nutrition survevs for the World 
Health Organiz'ation and UN ICEF 
OIl four continents. 
He is survived by his wife, 
Eleanor Caswell Shank, a daughter, 
two sons, and six grandchildren. 
Elliot H. Stein 
Elliot H. Stcin-emeritus member 
of the University's Board of 
Trustees, stockbrokeT, investment 
banker, and influential business 
adviser---died January 16, 2001, 
of complications from Parkinson's 
disease. He was 82. 
A beloved and highly respected 
member of the Unive rsity commu­
nity, Stein, a 5t. Louis native, attend­
ed business school at the University 
fo r three years and law school fo r a 
semester, then joined a brokerage 
firm run by Mark C. Ste.inberg, a 
prominent SI. Louis bU.sinessman . 
Later, in recognit ion of hi s service 
to the University, Ste in was given 
alumni status with the business 
school's Class of '39. 
Stein established a brokerage firm 
in hi s own n ame and later partnered 
with the late Gordon Scherck and 
Harry Franc to form 5chrrck, Stein 
and Franc. In 1986, Stein merged hi s 
brokerage firm with Stifel Fi nancial 
Corp. and became chairman of the 
board. 
Providing wise counsel on many 
majo r business decisions, including 
the birth of the SI. Louis Blues and 
the merge r of Jewish and Barnes 
hospitals, Stein was the confidant 
of business leaders and se rved on 
the boards of maj or corpo rations 
and cultural inst'itution s. Elec ted to 
the University's Boa.rd in 1968, he 
had been a key member of the 
Executive Committee si nce 1975. 
His exemplary service spanned 32 
yea rs. 
Stein helped estabLish the Elliot 
H. Stein Family Chair in Neuro­
surgery at the University and 
Barnes-j ewish Hospital, and, in 
hi s honor, the Elliot H. Stein Family 
Nervous System Injury Unit was 
established by a number o f St. Louis 
corporations, friends, and admirers 
to finance Parkinson'S d.i sease 
resea rch. 
Stein's first wife, Mary Ann 
Bleiweiss Stein, di ed in 1983. He 
married Cheryl Sault Wroth, 
tvlSW '79, i n 1991. He is survived 
by h is wife, three sons, a daughter, 
stepdaughter, stepson, and two 
grandchildren. 
Susan Sullivan 
Susan Adora Moxon Sullivan, a 
nationally recognized leader in 
legal career counseling, r(c'cruitment, 
and job sati sfaction, who was former 
assis tant dean for the School of Law, 
died o f ovarian cancer janua ry 10, 
2001 . She was 5 I. 
Sullivan, who served from 198:3 to 
1989 as assistant dean fo r placement 
and then assista nt dean for external 
affairs, was the wife o f E. Thomas 
Sullivan, formerly a professor o f law 
and associate dean at Washington 
University and now clean of the 
University of Minnesota Law Schoo l. 
Since she was diagnosed with 
cancer in 1996, Susan Sullivan 
devoted her ener!,,), and support to 
o ther cancer patients and their 
families, includ ing serving as 
volunteer facilitator for the Ufe 
Enhancement Support Group in 
\1ioneapo lis. 
Among her survivors are her 
husband, mother, brother, and 
sis ter-in-law. 
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SHOW IT ... AND 
They Will Come 

BY JUDY H. WATTS 
A decision Nanette Tarbouni made in her under­graduate years goes a long way toward explaining her effectiveness today as Washington 

University's director of undergraduate admissions. 

A clue to Tarbouni's success in the Office of 

Undergraduate Admissions is her choice of 

undergraduate major. Although disciplines 

such as psychology, sociology, or even-given 

her stamina-physical education might 

spring to mind, Tarbouni in fact 





"I pursued that major because I loved 
it, not because I knew what I would do 
with it---or because I had anyone to speak 
Latin to! I just loved the study of 
ancient civilizations!" That passion 
for learning and her affinity for a rigorous program 
of study-and for the educational process overall­
inform and enhance Tarbouni's role at the great enter­
prise that is Washington University. 
Aspirations and achievements are what her work is all 
about. Tarbouni details WU's outstanding faculty research 
and teaching, for example, in countless conversations 
with high-school students and families (who telephone, 
"NANETIE IS THOROUGHLY PROFESSIONAL in everything she 
does. Admissions is an emotional business for those 
of us who work in the area , because we become 
attached to the young people we meet in the 
process and really want to be their advocates. 
Nanette maintains complete objectivity, while at 
the same time keeping her fire and enthusiasm 
for the recruitment effort." 
-Gary M. Hochberg, Associate Dean for the 
Undergraduate Program, Olin School of Business 
"Many of our students say 
that April Welcome made 
them decide to attend the 
University, II says Tarbouni. 
visit, and meet admissions officers and WU alumni at 
receptions all ove.r the country and the world). And she 
notes that in fall 2000, the University again welcomed a 
superb freshman class. Of entering freshmen whose high 
schools had senior-class rankings, 96 percent graduated in 
the top 20 percent; 85 percent in the top 10 percent. 
Twenty-Six percent of the 1,422 who enrolled were multi­
cultural and international students. (Also this year, 
Tarbouni's work with the dedicated admissions officers, in 
concert with students, faculty, University staff, and alumni, 
contributed to nearly 21,000 applications for the Class of 
2005, freshmen who will enter WU in August 2001.) 
Weeks before acceptances are mailed in late March, 
Tarbouni and the admissions committee look into appli­
cants' minds and hearts through their personal essays. 
"We put a great deal of care into reading everyone," says 
Tarbouni, who has been admissions director for five years 
and a key participant in the office for 17. "What strikes 
me most is that these young people have such amazing 
aspirations, abilities, paSSions, and contributions to make. 
Sometimes we find ourselves agonizing while we make 
our difficult decisions. 
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"It's humbling to read of the students' achievements­ "High-school students discover an unpretentious, friendly 
often in spite of terrible heartache, such as the death of a community that offers the best education a person can 
parent," Tarbouni adds quietly. "And sometimes I think if get-and cares about their growth and development. 
parents read what these students write about their parents "In fact, WU is always ready for visitors-any time! " 
divorcing, they might stay married." Tarbouni adds. Such energy is essential to the admissions 
What, then, is Washington University looking for in effort. In all, Tarbouni and her team travel to nearly every 
the new students who will join its community? state and several international locations, and admissions 
Community is the critical word. "It's a myth that stu­ staff are always on duty, representing the University in 
dents have to be well-rounded," Tarbouni says. "We're every public moment. "Much of what I do," says 
building a collectively well-rounded community of indi­ Tarbouni, "is possible because of the support I have 
viduals with different strengths and passions. Some will from my husband, Younesse, my great partner. 
be well-rounded kids because that's who they are and "In some ways, though, our jobs are easy," she says. 
what they do, but others will have a singular talent. "Something exciting is always happening at WU! And 
"We want students to develop intellectually and to when former students are out giving back to society and 
find out far more about themselves than simply what the University-<:loing alumni interviewing themselves, 
they want to be." VVU also seeks students who care about for example-it's very powerful to have had some small 
community service and other outside pursuits. Equally part in that. I simply can't imagine not being here-it's 
important, she says, "We're recruiting people who will such an extraordinary community." ® 
want the Washington University community to be part 
of their lives for the rest of their lives." Judy H. Watls is a free-lance writer based in Santa Barbara, California. and a 
former editor of this magazine. The challenge, of course, is to persuade these individu­
als of character and promise 
to choose WU among 
"the many fine for Washington University. She is highly
schools avail­
respected among her peers at other
"THERE'S A LOT TO KNOWable," says in admissions, and 
colleges and universities, and also amongTarbouni. Enter April it can't be found in a manual. Nanette high-school counselors and teachers. Welcome, an annual Tarbouni is one of the most knowledgeable Prospective students and their familiesmonth-long event persons in the business, and she is sensitive think she is terrific. She has an honest and that brings newly to the importance of the admissions 
sincere way of making each of them feel admitted students to process to families. She cares deeply about 
special."campus. "Many of both the University's objectives and the 
our students say -John A. Berg, Associate Vice Chancellor forstudents' successful college experience." 
that April Welcome Admissions 
-James E. McLeod, Vice Chancellor for
made them decide 
Students; Dean, College ofArts & Sciencesto attend the 
University," says 
Tarbouni. 
And no wonder. -NANETTE TARBOUNI HAS BEEN A KEY to Washington University's 
The University commu­ advance as one of the most desirable colleges in America. 
nity comes together in a She has unbounded enthusiasm, dedication, creative energy, 
beautiful campus setting and stamina. While building a vast array of contacts nation­
in a great and comfort­ wide, she remains sensitive to the individual interests and 
able city and provides the needs of all those with whom she interacts. She brings a gen­
warmest possible welcome. uine, personal interest in helping talented students gain a 
Current students-who better understanding of where we are, what we do here, 
as happy "customers" are 
and how well we do it. Nanette is a delightful person and 
the University's best sales­
one of our greatest human assets. It is a pleasure to be ablepeople-conduct tours 
to work with her in our efforts to interest and attract the
and host visitors overnight. 
finest students to Washington University." Alumni and staff answer 
questions; faculty encour­ -Mark S. Wrighton, Chancellor 
age drop-in visits to class. 
"The Washington 
Spirit" spotlights key 
faculty members 
and administrators 
who advance and 




ship, and service for 
the present and 
future generations. 
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VIEWPOINT 

This Is JustTHE B G/ 

'7hese publications represent a beginning, not 
on end. The potential benefits are enormous; 
bringing benefits to all as quickly as possible 
requires making the sequence available for 
all without constraint. . .. The human genome 
sequence Is our shored inheritance. It belongs 
to all of us:' 
T he publications on the human genome sequence in Nature and Science are major milestones in the biomedical revolution begun in 1953 with the 
discovery of the structure of DNA by Watson and Crick. 
Building on Mendel's findings that traits were inherited 
as units called genes, Watson and Crick showed that 
genetic information was stored in strings of chemical 
bases A, G, C, and T in much the same way that knowl­
edge is stored in strings of letters. 
The papers describe the first overview of the human 
genome, our genetic instruction book. Both are based 
on the same clone-by-clone strategy advocated and 
pursued by the publicly funded International Human 
Genome Project (I-HGP), despite assertions by the 
commercially funded project at Celera that such an 
approach would be made obsolete by their "whole 
genome shotgun" strategy. In the end, the whole 
genome shotgun method failed, and Celera retreated 
to the use of the public clone-by-c1one sequences and 
public clone maps to produce a sequence that differed 
only in minor ways from the sequence produced by 
the I-HGP. 
Although comparative sequencing with other 
genomes will be needed to further explain the human 
sequence, and both sides agree that the present versions 
are incomplete, these initial views of the genome pro­
vide some fascinating insights. We have fewer genes 
than suspected-just two to three times as many as the 
much simpler worm and fly. We can begin to read our 
evolutionary history, as a species and beyond. Most 
importantly for the general public, the human genome 
sequence promises to accelerate the pace of discover,ies 
of the genes behind human health and the variant 
forms that lead to disease, to unfavorable drug reactions, 
and to variation in the population. 
Genes behind many diseases are already known-for 
example, genes leading to cystic fibrosis, to colon or 
breast cancer, and to Alzheimer's. But hunts for new 
disease genes will no longer be slowed by the search for 
the altered gene. Further, the studies of sequence varia­
tion will allow the discovery of genes behind complex 
diseases such as heart disease, diabetes, hypertenSion, 
and asthma . We wiIl also learn about genes contributing 
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face of public outcry, but we should 
expect other cases to foUow, To pre­
vent the misuse of this powerful infor­
mation, we must stand up now and 
demand strong laws protecting our 
genetic privacy. 
The longer-term concerns center 
around whether and how this informa­
tion might be used to alter our genetic 
makeup. Almost everyone agrees that 
gene therapy would be appropriate if 
it could rescue an infant from lifelong 
suffering. But what about the use of 
such methods to promote "desirable" 
traits, such as intelligence, athletic 
ability, or even good looks? Will 
altered genes be passed on to subse· 
quent generations? These are questions 
that must be answered, 
These complex traits are likely to 
to intelligence and behavior. The possibilities are exhila­
rating and seemingly endless. 
This explOSion of knowledge from genome research 
creates opportunities. Already tests are available for genes 
behind diseases such as cystic fibrosis, breast cancer, and 
Huntington 's disease. With cystiC fibrosis, early diagnOSiS 
can delay onset of the disease and slow its progression. 
Carriers of gene variants that predispose to breast cancer 
face an agonizing decision of whether to have a bilateral 
mastectomy in order to prevent it. Unfortunately, with 
Huntington 's disease, there is no ameliorative treatment 
available at present. The long-term hope is that new ther­
apies, drugs, or even corrective genes can be developed 
that will lead to cures, 
This gap between knowledge and treatment creates 
new problems. One only has to look at the Burlington 
Northern Santa Fe Railway case, appearing in the press in 
the same week as the genome papers, where genetic tests 
were to be used to discriminate against those with predis­
positions to job-related disabilities, in hopes of reducing 
costs. This case represents both bad science and bad 
ethics, and vividly demonstrates the potential for abuse 
of genetic tests. Burlington abandoned its plans in the 
involve many genes (and the environment) and require 
long-term study to understand them well enough to allow 
intelligent intervention. But this lack of clear knowledge 
will not stop unscrupulous practitioners in a free market 
from making promises to the contrary. Nor will it stop 
vulnerable and credulous individuals frmH coming under 
their sway. We must find ways of limiting the damage, 
while at the same time preventing government from 
becoming involved in individuals' reproductive decisions. 
These publications represent a beginning, not an end. 
The potential benefits are enormous; bringing benefits to 
all as quickly as possible requires making the sequence 
available for all without constraint. The best way to ensure 
the wise use of the sequence is to include all voices in the 
debate. The human genome sequence is our shared inheri­
tance, It belongs to all of us. @ 
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